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DAKOTA SINCE THE HOMESTEAD ACT• AND APPLICATION 
OF THB EXPERIENCE TO IRAM 
Abstract 
NOSRATOLLAH (CYRUS) KHATIBI 
Under the auperviaion of Professor Loyd Glover, Jr. 
The fonu.1la- ion of land policies of t:he United States has been a 
gradual and continuous proc,�ss. Land policies were built upon the exper­
iences of the past and goals for the future. The physical characteris­
tics of the I.and and the cultural characteristics of its owners and 
operators greatly ffected the outcOllle of land programs designed to 
carry out policy. 
An evaluation of land policies. present and past, is not under­
taken without examining the social, political and economic conditions 
prevailing when the policies were formulated. Such an exasninatf.on for 
1the United States indicated ch•nges in the concepts of property and ten­
ure, and dtfferences in the achievement of equality and individual free .. 
dom by different tenure institutions. 
In 1862, after many years of mounting pressure from public opinion, 
especially near the frontf.er 1 a po1icy of free land disposal was adopted. 
Even with free land, however, there were still many tenant operators and 
a •erlous l•ck of capital in agrlcuiture. Aa a result land diapoaal pro­
grams were •upplemented with federal and state land credit programs. 
Undesirable consequences of land diapoaal programs gav� rise even­
tually to a change of public land policy from •ere disposal to active man­
agement of public land. 
In South Dakota the wide variation in t-opography. soils and climate 
was apparently not understood or appreciated by those who framed the 
programs for settlement and development of the region. Neither were they 
fully understood by its settlers. 
The primary generalization which can be drawn is that while Ameri­
can land policies did achieve their purpose of settling and developing 
the major portion of the public domain, yet in many respects, they fell 
ehort of achieving other policy goals. The idea of complete owner-
'\ 
operatorship of American farms. for instance. was never quite achieved. 
A study of the history of land policies in South Dakota, including 
· the purchase, developnent, and settlement of the land, provides valuable 
lessons. Although land policy is no longer the main part of agricultural 
policy of the United States, nevertheless, land policy formulation re­
mains important, particularly as its lessons may be applied to problems 
of underdeveloped countries of the world. 
Iran econond,cally is one of the underdeveloped countries of the 
world. Its land tenure and land use system needs drastic changes and 
improvement. Improvement in agriculture seems to be indispensible for 
ecouomic development of Iran. 
Improvement of Iranian agriculture will require many steps, including 
land ·tenancy reform, improving the systems of property taxation, land reg­
istration. and agricultural educstion. 
Although the climate, enviromnent, and culture of the people of 
South Dakota are different from those of Iran 1 nevertheless, certain of 
its experiences aained in land development could be used as a guide for 
formulating land policy in Iran. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Nature of Thi s Study 
Not only in a primitive and agricultural c ountry but even in an 
affluent and industri al society, the relation between the people and the 
land they oc cupy is a matter of great interest and moment. Land con­
stitutes a unique and di stinct factor of production. It also provides 
man with living spac e  and ·with a vast array of raw materials with which 
to satisfy his many needs . 
Fanning is a way of life as well as an economic profession. Little 
imagination is needed to appreciate the social value of la.'l.d as well as 
its economic value. A close ass ociation will be found everywhere between 
contempo rary social and political institutions and land tenure . Feudal 
society, democ racy, aristocracy, and communism - eac h  has its own systen1 
of land tenure . Land policy, in short , represents the confluence of 
many small streams ;  each sprine;s from a separate sourc e related to the 
socio-e conomic and politic al behavior o f  the society. 
Land policy,  like any other public policy, i s  designed £or the 
improvement of society ' s  wel.fare. Welfare of soci ety is a broad term. 
In a well organized society,  it i s  focused on various program objectives 
and policies. Land policy, as a speci£ic policy, covers the us e ,  con­
servation , development , and tenure of land. 
Public policies are designed only when people :reel that they can 
improve upon the present situation. When people as individuals cannot 
bring about the desired adjustments ,  pub1ic polici es must be formulated .  
2 
such policie.s are experimen ts designed by the go,ternment for the achieve­
ment of certain g o al s .  
A lo ok a t  S outh Dakota hi story reve als a series of great experiments 
regarding land policies and the developnent or the present land systems . 
Tllis thesis is devoted to a study of the nature of the land policies or 
experiments undertaken in South Dakota. 
Objective of t he Study 
The purpose  of this study is to provide a qualitative analysis of 
land policies and to ascertain the results of adopted land policies . As 
· in any qualitative analysis of this nature, an attempt will be made to 
seek underlyin g reasons for the success o r  failure of the policies. 
It is hoped t hat an inquiry into the evolutionary process leading 
to the present p olicies of land ownership may be helpful. in formulating 
future land policies here or in other co untries, for example Iran. Iran, 
like most of the underdeveloped countries £acing problems of land reform 
and adopting new land policies, is eager to learn from the experience of 
more developed countries whose land policies reflect mo re advanced social 
organizations. 
Procedure of the Study 
The first step in this study was to explore the natural resource 
factors influencing the use of land for agriculture, as well as other 
natural products of the State. Chapter I ,  provides the background 
information of the State. Chapter II discusses land ownership and the 
3 
prevailing fanning and ranch problems in South Dakota. Chapter III i s  
devoted t o  analytical study o f  the land policie s  applied in South Dakota. 
As no major land policy has been enac ted since 1 940 , the study is divided 
chronologic ally into three periods : ( 1 ) The Hom estead Act to the State­
hood of South Dakota ;  ( 2 )  Statehood 0£ South Dakota to World War I ;  ( J )  
World War I to 1 940 . Chapter IV evaluates and smnmarizes  land policies 
and discusses the goals and chief results of various policiP.s , public 
land disposal , land credit , and public land management. It provides a 
conclusion and summarizes the experiences gained in the evaluation 0£ 
land policies . Chapter V provides a brief background of Iran and explores 
- the applic ability of' the experience gained in South Dakota to Iran . 
CF.APTER I 
DESCRIPTION OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
Land policies , being based on the relationship between land and 
man, are related to the most important factor of production in agricul­
ture, land , and are designed and executed by man. Therefore, reference 
4 
to �e underlying factors in agriculture , such as geography, topography, 
climate , and soils , as well as the cultural background of the people 
adopting the polici es , are important to a study in the evaluation of land 
policies in South Dakota. A study of these physical aspects - land forma-
-- tion, rainfall , vegetation , and animal life along with the study of the 
people in this area would not only illuminate the evaluation of land 
policies , but in large measure would serve to explain it .  In this chap­
ter some of the basic characteristic s of agriculture and people in South 
Dakota are briefly outlined as follows : 
Geography and Topography 
South Dakota , constituting the 40th State admitted to the Union, 
is located on the Northern Great Plains between 96 and 1 04 degrees West 
longitude and between 43 and 46 degrees north latitude. South Dakota, 
.. 
almost a trapezoid in shape, extending 45() miles .from east to west and 
having a latitude of 2.50 miles from north to south, covers an area of 
77 , 047 square miles. It ranks 1 5th among the states in total land area. 
The topography of South Dakota presents great extremes of altitude. 
The lowest point, Big Stone Lake,  in the northeastern corner of the 
state , is 9 67 feet above sea level; the altitude of Harney Peak in t he 
Black F..ills i s  7 , 242 feet above sea level. South Dakota terrain varies 
from level prairies amid the plains to the foothills of the Rockies. 
Western Sou th Dakota, with t he exception of the Black Hills, is 
a rolling plain in mo st areas . It is  an unglaciated region resulting 
.from the e rosion of' t he native shales and sand stones.  
In the eastern part o:f the state a stretch of hilly lands is 
traced in the northeastern and t he north central sections. Most of the 
renaining area is glaciated , having topography suited to cultivation; 
and , becau s e  so much of it i s  level and free o:f obstruction, mechanized 
5 
.� £arming on a large s cale i s  possible. T he moraine, pot- holes, lakes, and 
valleys o:f the James and Big Sioux Rivers constitute the mo st significant 
topographic feature s of the East in contrast to its generally level or 
rolling plains. 
The People 
South Dakota ' s popul.ation at the beginning of statehood was almost 
348 , 600 o:f whom 26 percent were foreign born. In the period of "the 
pioneer growth" ( 1 900- 1930 ) the state population increased. It was a 
relatively rapid growth from 348,600 to its peak level of 692 , 849  persons. 
The increase in population was due primarily to t he opening of the west 
to the homesteaders and either new or extensive branches of railway 
lines .  
From 1 930 to 1 940 the state ' s  population declined from 692 . 849  to 
642,961 persons , a decline of seven percent. People, generally from the 
6 
rural areas of the state , left mainly because of the drought and depres­
sion. During the next decade , the population of the nation as a whole 
increased by 1 . 5 perc ent from 1 940 to 1 950 ,  the state ' s  population also 
increased 1 • .5 percent to 6 .52 , 740 denoting a lower net migration from the 
state. This increase was attributed mainly to the Missouri River develop­
ment program , and to years of' above nonnal precipitation and postwar 
economic prosperity after 1 94 5. Finally, during the most recent decade , 
the state ' s  population gained 4. J p ercent so that on April 1 , 1 960 , it 
stood at 680 , .514� During the 1 950-1 960 decade an estimated number of 
93, 962 ,  or 1 4. 4  perc ent of the 1 9 50 population ,  migrated from the state.  1 
_ Had South Dakota not bad this migration , but had kept all its potential 
population increase  (births minus deaths ) for this ten year period, it 
would have had a population in 1 960 of 774 ,476 persons . South Dakota, 
having more than 60 percent of its residents engaged in agriculture , has 
remained primarily an agricultural state. 2 
T"ne population is not evenly distributed over the state .  In the 
west , ranching on large fann units has led to a sparse and sc attered 
population. This , incidentally, has given rise to many problems in school 
and community development. Smaller farms east of: the river have caus ed 
that area to be the more heavily populated and to have the larger towns 
and citi es.  
1 Department of Rural Sociology, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
South Dakota State College , South Dakota Population , 1250-1960 , Pamphlet 
No . 1 2 ,  October, 1 960, p. J1 . 
2rbid. 
7 
Population Origin 
Indians comprised only 3 . 8 percent o:f the state ' s  population in 1 960 
even though South Dakota ranks fourth in the nation in Indian population. 
The white rac e has made up at least 9.5 perc ent of the population in the 
census years since 1 900. 
The majority of the foreign born population are of Scandinavian ,  
German , British o r  slav origin. These people have played a prominent 
part in the settlement and development of South Dakota. Immigrants from 
the Scandinavian c ountries constitute the largest group of foreign born 
settlers . They have settled and sc attered mostly in the eastern part 
of the state in the areas of 4B and 4A ( See map on page 1 8 ) .  Gennans , 
the s econd largest group of foreign settlers , have established their 
homes almost all over the state with some degree o f  concentration in 
the east , mo stly in the north half of area 2A and along the Missouri 
River. Those  of British origin, ranking third among foreign settlers , 
have settled in the West C entral part of the state around the Black 
Hills area. Finally , the Slav immi grants , fourth largest group of 
foreign settlers ; are found mostly in the northern half of area 2A, 
and in area JA and JB. The largest Slav group in South Dakota are 
Bohe:nians who have s etUed mostly in JA and the adjoining part of 4B. 
Some of the colonies of Slav origin in South Dakota have strong religious 
belie.rs which are closely related to their s o cial and economic activities.  
Of' these groups , perhaps the Hutteri tes could be singled out as  a better 
known example. 
8 
� Compo sition 2£ � Populatio n 
Another relevant aspect of population in this discus sion is the 
age composition of population . Study of rural b irth rates and retire­
ments indicates the general trend in the population of South Dakota is 
toward a higher farm birth rate and also an increase in the retirement 
ratio. Such an analysis indicates the fact that for the next few decades 
south Dako�a can expect a larger number of dependents in relation to sup­
porters .. The increase in number of older and of retired farmers relative 
to young fa:nners and the concurrent increase in life expectancy should 
bear cons iderable s ignificance in  a study of land policies ;  conservation 
-- --- is  likely to be taken more into consideration ,  and the problem of trans­
fe?Ting the fann to the next generatio n might become even more complicated. 
Water Res ources 
Among the many uses made of water resource s  two are of principal 
importanc e ;  ( 1 ) its use in producing power and ( 2 ) its use in agricul­
ture. The first use of water resources in South Dakota is beyond the 
scope of this study. It must suffice o nly to mention that South Dakota ' s  
power supply c omes mostly from fuel-burning power plants from withi n a s  
well as outside t he state. T he Bureau of Reclamatio n supplies power 
from Fort Randall in some areas , and it will contribute more as the 
projected Mis souri dams are completed. 
The seco nd use of water, for agriculture, will now be briefly 
examined. The amount of irrigated land in South Dakot� has increased 
co nsiderably i n  recent years. In 1 9 .54  the United States Census of 
.• • ;,, . 
Agriculture showed 90 ,471 ac res irrigated in South Dakota. In 1 9.56 
an estimated 1 03 , 1 00 acres were irrigated , compared with 1 05 , 1 00 in 
1 957 and 1 05 , .500 in 1 958 , thi s is almost three-tenths perc ent of total 
fannland in the state. 
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Much of the water supply comes from storage reservoirs such as the 
large darn at Belle Fourche . Streams ,  small ponds , and wells provide a 
minor sourc e in South Dakota. 
Missouri River Bas in programs are underway to build a number of 
multi-purpo se dams for irrigation , flood control , power generation , 
fishing and recreation.. By the time they are c ompleted , an estimated 
482 , 000 acres of farmland will be irrigated. This means the irrigated 
land will increase from three-tenths percent to almo st two percent of 
the total fann land in the state . A great many of the irri gated areas 
will be small tracts along rivers and streams in the western range area . 
Areas 2A and 2B of the north central part of the state constitute the 
greatest potential acreage ( See Chart 2 on page 1 8 ) .  
Climate 
Ten;iperature 
South Dakota lies north of the Central Great Plains of the United 
States ,  the major winter wheat area , and south of Canada , the major 
spring wheat area. It i s  located , therefore , at the center of North 
.America. Its climate is characteristic of the continent with extremely 
cold winters and very hot summers . 
Records of thirty years ( 1 92 1 -1 9 50 ) indicate a mean average 
1 0  
temperature of 44. 7°F. for the state . Temperatures from different parts 
o! South Dakota are shown in Table 1 .  
Table 1 .  South Dakota Temperature Averages of 
1 92 1 - 1 9.50 Recorded for Divisions 0£ State 
Area of State 
Divisions Averages 
Northwest Division 
llorth Central Di vision 
Northeast Division 
Black Hills Division 
southwest Division 
Central. Division 
East Central Di vision 
South Central Division 
Southeast Division 
Average Jan. 
Temperature 
1 7 .9  
1 2. 9  
1 1 . 7 
24. 6  
21 . 8  
1 7. 9  
1 4. 2 
21 . 6  
1 8. 8  
Average July 
Temperature 
73. 2  
73. 8 
73.46 
71 .4 
75. 5 
76. 7 
74. 2  
77. 2  
76. 9  
Average Annual 
Precipi tion 
14. 32 
1 9 . 40 
20. 04 
20 . 27 
1 5.44 
1 6 .41 
20. 61 
19  • .50 
22. ,50  
Source :  U. s .  Department of Connnerce Weather Bureau. Climatological 
Data. South Da.l{ota Annual Summary .!.22Q, Volume 65 , No . 1 3. 
Hot summer days in July and August with temperatures above 1 00°F. 
are connnon in South Dakota. Since they occur during the crucial crop 
production months, dc?.mage J,o pollination ,  plant g rowth , and crop yields 
frequently takes place. 
� Growing Season 
To a large extent, the number of frost-£ree days during the year 
detennine s  the varieties of crops which can be successfully grown. The 
length of the average growing season in South Dakota declines in areas 
toward the north and west. Killing spring frosts have o ccurred on April 
30th in the southeastern part of the state and on May :,0th in the Black 
Hills. Fall killing frosts usually o ccur from September 5th, in the 
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Black Hills , to October 5th in the southeastern part of the state.  The 
average number of days without killing frost varie s  .from 1 30 days in the 
northern part of the state to 1 60 days in the southern part . The Black 
Hills area generally has a shorter growing season than the rest of the 
state , with the average number of frost-free days ranging �rom 1 00 to 1 30 
days . It should be noted that in the southeasterly section , the gro1-d.ng 
season is long enough to per ...nit the growing o.f several varieties of corn ,  
whereas through most o f  the remaining part o f  the state , early maturing 
crops must be  planted if frost damage is to be avoided. 
Rain.fall 
South Dakota ' s precipitation originates in the Gulf o:r Nexico .  
Any air mass moving into the state from any other loc ality, especially 
west of the Gulf , i s  usually dry. In the northern Great Plains , pre­
cipitation oc curs when the moisture-laden air from the Gulf o f  Mexico 
encounters a mas s o.f c old air moving in the opposite direction. The 
wann , moist air moving towards the north in a counter-clockwise direction , 
usually collides with the cold Canadian air over I owa , Illinoi s ,  or some 
other state lying south and east of South Dakota. 
Precipitation in South Dakota like the population is unevenly dis-
tributed so that one finds too little rainfall to all.ow c ropping in the 
west but there is sufficient rainfall in the east. The average rainfall 
ranges £rem 2.5 inches in the southeast to 1 4  inches in the northwest. The 
average annual precipitation in different p arts 0£ the state i s  shown in 
Table 1 • Due to the eXtreme variation in precipitation within the year 
and between years ,  the standard deviation of prec�pi tation is rather high ;  
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consequently , averages mean little. In major wheat and small grain areas 
of the state , there is a 50 percent chance of having an annual rainfall 
of 1 .5  inches or  less . 
Crop production in South D akota has a high measure of risk, de­
pending almost ent irely upon the spring and summer rainfall. Summer 
rainfalls in South Dal<ota are mostly the conventi onal thunder-shower 
type. · The major number of thunderstonns occur in June in eastern S outh 
Dakota and in July in the west .. 
Late fall and winter heavy snowfall in South Dak ota is not rare. 
Snowfalls range from 22 inches to 59 inches with an ave rage of .36 inches. 
Blizzards occur occas ionally and have made some impressive records in 
the past. 
Lack of adequate rainfall in most parts 0£ the state and the 
occu.rr ance of high hot Winds have subjected South Dakota to occas ional 
droughts. The major droughts occurred in 1 889- 1 894 , 1 9 1 0- 1 9 1 1 , and 
1 934-- 1 936. 
Native Vegetation 
Starting from the eastern border of the state and extending to 
the eastern edge of the James Valley, the principal nati ve vegetation is 
of the tall grasses , namely blue stems . prai'rie, c ord ,  sand grass , and 
switch grass. 
\(J -.1
1\ 
Moving eastward from the Jame s  Valley , the middle grasses gradually 
replace the tall ones, the more predominant ones being green needle grass, 
western wheat grass ,  prairie , Junegrass ,  and bu.f£alograss . 
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Moving into western South Dakota, the shorter gras s es largely 
replace the middle grass species becaus e of the lower rainfalls . Western 
grasses in Sou th Dakota are mostly blue grass , needle and thread , western 
vheatgras s , prairie Junegrass , and little bluestem. 
These descriptions of the native grasses in South Dakota give only 
a general picture since there are some isolated areas showing variations 
from thi s general pattern. Such variations are a result or extremely 
sandy or clayey soil texture. 
Broad leaf trees were .found in the valleys , on the slope of major 
rivers ,  around the lakes , and other pl aces of sufficient moi sture. 
Settlement , cultivation , and over-grazing has changed the picture : most 
of the eastern areas have been converted into cultivated lands . Even 
grasses or the western lands , in some areas , have been plowed under to 
make way for cultivated crops . Nevertheless , the western area is still 
predominantly covered with natural veg etation. 
The Soils - ---
The importance of soil types and soil rertility to agriculture 
c an  hard].y be overestimated.  A knowledge of the physica1 and chemical 
properties of various types or soils is basic to the successful use of 
land for agriculture . 
Soil ronnation in any area is a result 0£ the interaction of five 
:factors , namely, climate , vegetation or organisms , parent material , 
relief,  and time. As dis-cussed above the grass es vary across the state , 
and in similar fashion so do these five factors. 
Parent materials constitute the texture of soil and vary in 
, ,  
• \ � ..J., ". ... ..  _ 
. .., ; ' · . .  .. .. . : . -· 
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different areas of the state • 
.. · �- ·: 
For instance ,  in the central .2J.ack Hills , 
. they include ancient crystaline rock ,  and in western South Dakota sedi­
· . ..-. . � mentary rocks , including shale , sandstone , and limestone • . ·:: ;, ... 
... : Relief in soils refers to the lay o.f the land--undulating ,  rol-
;:'/
7
: :'"'.;ling hilly ,  rough , broken or mountainous. fill mentioned earlier , the . -t; . .;�r,_ •'. . ' 
. :' t·_\ ."" lay of the land varies considerably in dif'.f erent parts o.f the state . 
�;:f \/ As a result o:f the variability of the soil-:fonning :factors in 
:<·;:'. , . ·��:· •' 
,. :_:,.ti. different parts of the state, South Dakota soils vary f"rom one part to 
��j�f� · ,  
V • another. However,  in general, three distinct major soil regions are 
�- : ·:.,, . ..  t 
' ":"' ,·l.�i jf, � 
. --�· 
found in South Dakota. The location of these regions--gray wooded , chest­
nut and chernozem--is shown in Chart 1 .  Each region may be divided into 
subregions with some specific characteristic s of its own. As pa.rt, of 
the general background infonnation o.f the state , it would suffice here 
to discuss only characteristic s of the maj or regions rather than of 
subregions . 
Chernozem is the .famous black earth ·which is the dominant type 
of soil in the northern plain. South Dakota chernozemy areas are mostly 
in the e astern and sometime the western part or the state.  This soil ,  
rich i n  lime, i s  highly fertile. Its depth i s  usually from 1 8  to . 20 
inches. 
The chestnut region, e)..-tending all over central, northwest , and 
part of the west of the state , has a brolrmish soil (dark-brown ) . This 
area is drier than the east. The depth of the top soil has been reduced 
to 6 - 1 4 inches .  Soils of this region are also fertile ; however , due 
to the lack of adequate moisture, it is not as desirable a region for 
' '.f ·;; :  � �·.·· 
Major Soil 
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Source :  Agronomy Department , Agricultural Experiment Station, 
South Dakota State College , Soils 2! South Dakota , 
Soil Survey Series No . 3 ,  March 1 959 ,  p .  J. 
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grain production as the east. 
The Black Hills area constitutes the main part of the gray wooded 
region. The soil of this region i s  unique for south Dakota since it has 
developed under timber in a humid climate. It has the lightest color 
and has less organic matter than soils of the other regions. The top 
soils in the region are very thin and vary greatly in type. 
Research conducted by the Agronomy Department of South Dakota 
state College indicates that the organic matter and total nitrogen con­
tent of most soils in South Dakota at the present time are substantially 
lower than 'When the original prairie sod was plowed. 3 Soils all over 
the state have lost almost one-third of t.lieir total organic matter and 
· nitrogen. 
Type of Fanning 
Variation of climate , topography, and soil in south Dakota has 
resulted in various types of farming in different parts of the state. 
Fanning practices vary greatly from east to west and from south to north , 
and most fanners , following the principle of comparative advantage, have 
adopted the type or fanning most suitable for their particular region. 
Therefore , each region, having its own natural factors ,  is characterized 
by its dominant type of fannin·g. Dis cussion of the types of farming in 
different areas see.ms to be helpful for a better understanding of South 
Dakota background information and anaJ.ysis of land policies. 
3Agronomy Depar'bnent , Agricultural Experiment Station, South 
Dakota state College ,  Soil Survey Series , Number .3 , Soils .2! South 
Dakota, :March 1 9  59 , p .  J. 
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In general , the state may be divided into three di stinct and broad 
types of fanning. The 1 00th meridian running .from north t o  the south , 
roughly speaking , is  generally considered by g eographers and economists 
to be the dividing line in the agricultural region between the intensive 
· farming east and the semi-arid , extensive farming west. Attention has 
already been directed to the facts in the west , having c onsiderably 
less precipitation than the east , the transition in native vegetation 
from tall gras s to short occurs in the area around the James River in the 
approxjJnate vicinity of the 1 00th meridian.  The entire western part of 
the state is  noted for its open range type o:f live stock production 
whereas the eas t  is divided into two sections , north central and south 
eastern areas . The north c entral area i s  considered to be the livestock 
grazing and cash wheat fanning area, while the southeast i s  considered to 
be the feed grain and general livestock area. The state can also be 
divided according to the dominant types of fanning practiced in each 
area. 'I"ni s  c1assif'ic ation, which results in eight di vi sions or economic 
regions , was provided by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the 
United States Department of Agriculture in consultation ·with the 
Economics Department of South Dakota State Coll eg e .  
A map o:f South Dakota �showing ·types of fanning was published by 
Hoglund for the first time in the mid 1 940 ' s .  5 Chart 2 is similar to 
4The more recent South Dakota map showing types of £arming has 
only seven areas with the Black Hills area and range area as Area 1 • 
.51.iYle 1-1. Bender , The � Economy .2.£ South Dakota , South Dakota 
Extension Service , special report No . 1 , p .  81 , March , 1 9  .56.  
' 
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the Hoglund map showing 8 different types o f  :farming areas of the state . 
A brief di scussion of these  areas are as follows : 
Area 1 
Black Hills Area 
Area 1 
Range Area 
Area 2A 
North Central Area 
Black Hills area. Precipitation is rather low , 
1 8-24 inches . This is mostly a rec reation area. 
Li.mi ted grazing of cattle and sheep is the chief 
enterprlse.  
Located in the north central , west of the Missouri 
River. Prec ipitation is rather low and i rrigation 
is a common prac tice. It is a range c attle and · 
sheep area with some grain and livestock fanning . 
This area includes Belle Fourche and other irri­
gated lands mostly in al.:fal.fa t corn , sugar beets 
and wheat .  Average rainfall in this are a  is about 
1 6  inch es .  Fann uni ts are large in size averaging 
well over 1000 acres. 
Located around 1 00th meridian , it c onstitutes the 
transitional area of the state betwe en the inten­
sive fanning of the east and extensive ranching of 
the west . Its rainfall varies from 1 6  to 20 inches . 
The averag e  size of farms in the north is 6 50 acres 
and in the south 1 60 acres . Sixty percent of the 
fann area is in hay and pasture with wheat being 
the dominant crop. Beef , sheep ,  and hogs are the 
chief livestock. 
·� . 
.,. 
Area 2B 
North James 
River Area 
Area JA 
South Central Area 
Area 3B 
South James River 
Area 4A 
Northwestern Area 
20 
Located north of the James River; its rainfall 
ranges from 20 to 22 inches. The average size of 
fanns in this area is about 420 ac res. Wheat and 
cash grains are the dominant crops in this area . 
Beef , cattle, hogs, poultry, and dairying also are 
:important enterprises. 
Located in the south central ; a transitional area 
between rather intensive corn and feed grain farm­
ing and extensive ranching to the west , with a 
rainfall of 1 8  to 20 inches .  The average size .fann 
in this area is about 570 ac res • . Corn, wheat, oats ,. 
and barley are the chief c rops. Beef production 
is the main livestock enterprise. 
Located south of the James River, it is often 
referred to as "the western corn belt fringe" . It 
is a moderately intensive crop and livestock farm­
ing area . Rainfall ranges from 20 to 24 inches. 
The average size of fanns in this area is about 
J20 acres. Corn is the main crop. Hogs and beef 
raising and feeding are the chief livestock enter­
prises. 
Located in the northeastern part of the state , it 
is the lake region of South Dakota and its farming 
Area 4B 
So�theastern .Area 
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i s  rather intensive.  Its rain.fall ranges from 22 
to 24 inches .  The average size of fanns is about 
300 acres . Wheat , flax , and barley are important 
cash crops .  
Located in  the southeast part of the state , it con­
stitutes the most intens ive fanning area of the 
state.  Its rain.fall range s  from 24 to 26 inches . 
The average size of .farms is about 220 acres. The 
type of fanning in this area is  similar to that of 
the corn belt. The most i ntensive livestock feed­
ing and hog , dairy , and poultry production is 
practiced in this area. The main c rops are corn 
and oats . 
Table 2 below shows the approximate area of the land in each 
economic area with its percentage of population. 
Table 2 .  Type of Fanning Area in South Dal<:ota 
Geographic Area 
.Area 1 Black Hills Area 
and Range Area 
Area 2A Range Area 
2B North James River 
3A South Central Area 
3B South James River 
4A Northeastern Area 
4B Southwestern 
Square Hiles 
3, 879 
9 , 816 
7 , 355 
5 , 202 
5, .542 
5 , 262 
4 , 477 
Percentage of 
State 
,50.8 
1 2. 8  
9 . 6 
6 . 8  
7. 2  
6 . 9 
.5. 8 
Percent of State 
Population 
21 . 7  
8. 6 
14. 5 
5. 3 
1 2 . 8  
1 3. 3 
23.8 
Source : Lyle M. Bender, � Rural Economy 2f. South Dal{ota ,  South Dakota 
Extension Service , special report No. 1 ,  March , 1 9.56 , p. 83. 
; •  i· 
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CHAPTER II 
PROBLE11S OF AGRICULTURAL LAND USE IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
The numerous land policies which have been fonnulated since the 
beginning or statehood have resulted in the present pattern of land 
utilization and land tenure in South Dakota. An attempt will be made 
in this chapter to examine thi.s present pattern of ownership and utili­
zation of agricultural land , and to discuss some of the prevailing fanu 
and ranch problems in Sou th Lakotao 
Land Utilization 
A total area of 77 , 047 square miles in Sou th Dakota provides 76 , 536 
square miles of land area;  natural and man made bodies of water and other 
physical features , such as mountains and ditches , account for the balance. 
Various classifications can be used to describe the principal use 
to which land is put. One of the most conventional classifications em­
ploys the fallowing tenfold di vision of uses of land : 
Crop land 
Pasture and grazing land 
Forest land 
Transportation land 
Mineral land 
Rec�eational land 
Residential land 
commercial and industrial sites  
Service area 
Barren and waste 
According to the 1 9  59 preliminary census of agr:icul ture , more than 
92. 2 percent (44, 949 , 477 acres ) of the total land area Qf South Dakota 
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Agricultural Land Ownership 
An analytical study of' land ownership in tenns of present distri­
bution of the owners by tenure , occupation, and size of ownership units 
. is a use:f'ul tool in examination and evaluation of" l.and policies. The 
United States Department of Agriculture has made an extensive study or 
land ownership in the Great Plains States . 7 The South Dakota data in 
this study a re all in tenns o:f the state and have not be en separated into 
economic areas. By using ad.di tional data collected by the United States 
Department 0£ Agriculture and not reported in their bulletin ,  the author 
has computed statistical summaries for the economic areas o:f south Dakota. 
Sampling methods and the procedure employed in devel.opment of the data 
are explained in Appendix 1 following this chapter. Mention should be 
made at this point that due to the assumptions made in the original 
sampling and study done by the United States Department of' Agriculture, 
the figures may not be significant for smaller uni ts . The tables of this 
section show the closest available figures ; the percentages seem to be 
more reliabl.e than the absolute figures. 
This stati stical summary of land ownership in South Dakota is pre­
sented at this point to show the existing situation - that is, the present 
result of past land policies. Evaluation of these policies wi.11. rest 
primarily on their achievement. Their achievement i s  measured by com­
paring the present situation with the goal s  of the policies . 
?united States Department of Agricul.ture, � Ownership ia � 
Great Plains States, �. A statistical Summary, Statistical Bul.letin 
No. 261 . 
-· "  . · .. . 
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Definitions 
Definitions for the tenns used in the tables of this section are 
essential to an understanding of the analysis of land ownership patterns . 
These definitions encompass all possible classifications of owners by 
tenure and by degree of invol,rement in fann operation. 
1 .  Operator (non-landlords ) : 
Fu.11 owner: those who own all the land they operate and 
operate all the land they own. 
Part owner : those who operate all the land they own and 
who also operat e  ad.di tional land rented from 
others . 
2 .  Operator landlords : 
Part ovmers : those who rent to and from others in addition 
to operating part of their own land. 
Full owners :  those who rent to others and operate part of 
their own land.  
3. Non-operator landlords : those who operate none of their own 
land.  
There are two major classifications of owners by occupation ,  re­
tired and non-retired. Definitions of the occupational groups are as 
follows : 
1 .  Non-retired :  
Fanners : f ann and ranch operators who are responsible for 
the management decisions of their  fanns . 
Housewives : women who k eep house :for their :families or 
thems elves and who do not claim another 
occupation. 
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fusiness and Profes sional People : those who are in bu siness 
for themselves ( non-fanning ) or are trained 
members of profession s . 
Others : includes skilled and unskilled workers ( such as 
mechanics,  factory workers , clerks , and typists 
and students. 
2.. Reti red: 
Farmers : farm and ranch operators who classify themselves 
as reti red. 
Non-farmers :  all those who classify themselves as retired. 
Statistical Summaries for the Economic Areas 
A smdy of Table 4 reveals the diversity of land owners hip and size 
of uni ts in the state. Distribution of the landovmers, as well as that 
of the units of the land owned , varies by and large , from one area to 
another. Nevertheles s, more inten sive fannin g  areas show, to a certain 
extent, more consistency and differ substantially from less intensive 
areas. Area 1 stands out in sharp contrast to other areas , especially 
those located in the eastern and southeastern parts of the State. 
The distribution of ovmers of fanns and ranche s  according to the 
size of unit shows the modal group is 1 40 to 259 acres. This c o uld be 
accounted for by the original unit sizes which were either 1 60 acre uni ts  
1'able 4. Di1tribuUon of Owners of rarm and .Ranch Land, and ot Amount of La.nd Owned by 
Sbe ot Ownerahip Unit , South Dakota. Eooncmio Areaa , 1958 
i,ooo 2 ,000 5,000 10 ,000 
1 to 49 50 to 139 140 to 259 260 to 499 500 to 999 to 11999 to 4,999 to 9 1999 &Cree and 
Area Total Aorea Acres Acres Acres .A.ores Aores Aorea A.ores over 
Number Percent Peroent Percent Peroent Percent Percent Peroent Percent Percent 
State 55162 3.4 a.6 31.6 26.5 16.l a.1 4o4 .6 e7 
Area 1 13250 .5 3e3 24.4 16.4 20.4 16.4 13.5 2.3  2.s 
2A 5417 2.4 3.6 15.8 30.8 23.9 18 . 3  4. 3 .s  . 3  
2B 0418 3.4 6.2 27 . 2 37 . 5  18.6 5.7 1.4 
3A 4367 .6 .a 21.6 29 . 3 26.2  14.8 6.3  
3B 9041 4.4 9 .8 32.4 36.4 36.7 11.1 4.5 1.1 
4A 4942 4.5 11.7 33.l 34.2 11.9 3.4 1.2 
4B 9727 a.6 22.2 42el 1a.2  a.1 .cs .4 
Amount of 
Land Owned A.ores 
State 3642350 .2  1.2 a.1 15. 3  17 .6 11.0 20.0 s.2 14.8 
Area 1 18305785 .2  .2  2.9 4.3 10.4 16.4 2a.a 9.6 27. 3 
4165180 .7 1,2 13.2 20.3 20.9 20.e 18 .6 4.2 
2B 3883583 .3  1.3 10.6 32.2  29 .9 16 . 3  9 . 4  
3A 3333235 .1 .1 s.2 11.s 29 o2 20.1 1e.2 15.6 
3B 2123919 .1 .9 10.1 40.9 35.2 11.1 .4 
4A 2949581 .3 2 .a . 24.4 32.8 29 .8 5.9 3.9 
4B 1843413 . 3  a.a 33.3 28.4 24.3 4o7 - - -
Source : Unpublished data from the files of the Economics Department , South Dakota State College . 
N 
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or 240 acre units ,  the latter being one homestead and a half. These 
owners, however , are by no means the largest group in all of the economic 
areas. This group constitutes 42 percent, or  the largest percentage of 
area 4B. ln other areas, they remain high but not the highest in com­
parison to the other groups . Almost 7 percent of the owners in the state 
own 1 0 , 000 acres or more. Area 1 has a larger percentage of this group 
than any other area. 
Statewide distribution of the land indicates the most acreage in 
the 2 , 000 or 4,999 acre units. Percentage distribution of  units of land 
owned in different economic areas shows that only in Economic Area 1 do 
the 2, 000 to 4,999 acre units constitute the largest group. In agricul­
turally intensive areas , such as Areas 4A and 4 B, uni ts of  260 to 499 
aeres constitute the largest group. 
Table 5 indicates the relatively high percentage of non-operator 
landlords in the state relative to other tenure groups. The percentage 
of non-operator landlords relative to other tenure group is consistently 
higher all over the state with the exception of Economic .Area 1 • Here 
the percentage of fanners in the part owner-operator and full owner­
operator groups are s lightly higher. Extensive farming , large size of 
farm unit and relative low value of land in Area 1 can be  considered 
.. 
among factors which have made non-operator land.lordship less desirable 
in this area than that of the more intensive areas of the state. 
The relative high percentage of non-operator landlords is con­
sistent with the high percentage of land o·wned by this group. As shown 
in the second part of the table , with the exception of Economic Area 1 
Table 5. Percentage Distribution of OWners or Farm and Ranch Land, and ot 
Acreage by Tenure or Owner, South Dakota Economic Areas , 1 9 58 
Qeerator QEerator-Landlord 
Area Total Full Part Full Part Non-operator 
Owner Owner Owner Owner Landlord 
Number Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
State 55 , 1 62 26 . 1  24. 2 4. 9 1 1 . 9 32 . 9  
Area 1 1 3 , 250 27 . 3  29 . 6  5. 3 1 1 .4 26 . 4  
2A 5 ,41 7  26 . J  28. 1 6 .. 8 8 . 9 29 . 9  
2B 8 941 8 250 6 25. 9 6. J 1 1.. J 30. 9  
3A 40 367 24. 6  3L 7 5. 8 9 f} 7 28 . 2  
3B 9 , 041 23 . 9 23. 2 5. 2  9 . 2  J8 .4  
4A 4 , 942 27. 5  22 . 2  2 ., 5 1 0. 6  37 . 7  
4B 9 , 727 30. 8  1 7. 7 .5. 2 1 7 . 47 28 . 6  
Amount of 
Land Owned Acres 
State 36 ,423 , .50L� 21 . 8  y) . 7 9 . 3 1 0 .4 1 8 . 8  
Area 1 1 8 , 305 , 785 22 . 7 .55. 3  8. 6 5. 5 7 . 9  
2A 4 , 1 65 , 1 80 25.4 25. 3  4. 6 1 3 . 5  31 . 2  
2B .3 , 88.3 , 58.3 1 .3. 5  1 .3. 6  6 • .3 37. 9  28. 8 
3A 3 , 33J , 2J.5 23 • .5 26 . 6  1 .5. 4 1 3 .  7 20 . 8  
. 3B 2 , 1 23 ,9 19  21 . 7 1 5. 4  8 . 9  1 3. 2 40 . 8  
4A 2 , 949 , 581 22. 6 21 . 8  1 1 . 4 1 4. J 29 . 9  
4B 1 , 843,41 3 21 . 6  1 2 . 1 1  8 . 4  23. 2 34. 7 
Source : Unpublished data from the files of the Economics Department , South Dakota State College . 
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and JA the non-operator landlords own the highe st percentage of land in 
the various economic areas . 
The preceding analysis indicates a high percentage of tenancy in 
the State. Tenancy results in many social and economic problems which 
will be discussed later in thi s chapter in tenure problems. 
The s econd large st tenure group in the state is composed of part 
owner-operators. 'Ihi s group constitutes a r elative high percentage of 
operators t owning consistently a high percentage of l and in all economic 
areas. 
Part ownership arrangement has become the mos t  typical form of 
tenure in the State. It is formed by the fanners who rent land i n  order 
to expand their operatio n. The reasons underlying the expansion of opera­
tion by renting land can be summarized as  follows : 
1 .  Lack of capital, commercialization o:f agriculture ,  and inade­
quacy of the units for application of modern technology result 
in renting additional acres of land. 
2 .  The typical fanner needs a unit that will �--q>and and contract 
"With his age and the growth of his family. In hi s  youth 
because of his own capability and the assistance from family, 
he may be able to operate a larger unit. As he g ets older 
and his sons leave th_� farm, he may find it reasonable to 
contract the size of his fann. When he is t oo old to operate 
his entire unit , he  may partially r etire by renting out part 
0£ his land to another farmer wanting to expand his operation. 
J. Young people desiring to get e stablished in i'�ing have to 
Area 
State 
Area 1 
2A 
2B 
3A. 
3B 
4A 
4B 
Amount of 
Land Owned 
fable 6. Peroentar Dbtribution ot Non-operato� Landlords of Fann and Ra.noh Land, Claoaif ed by Oooupation, of South Dakota Economic Area, 1958 
Tot&l Farmer 
Number Peroent 
JB572 3.5 
3498 -
1620 1.1 
2601 4.2 
1231 3.4 
3471 s.1 
�no 2.9 
2781 4.1 
Acres 
Non-Retired OwneJ"_ _ - -·-- -- - - - -- -- - --
Business or Ocouttion Housewife Frofesaional Other Not ported 
Percent Peroent Peroent Percent 
13.2 16. 3  19 .4 3. 3 
10.4 18.l  24.6 .a 
10.6 26.7 12.6 4.7 
18.l 25.1 14.l 3.5 
16.8 9 .7 15.5 5 e9 
16.4 14.2 14.6 4.9 
s.J. 4.9 16.2  3.8 
11.1 14.7 19.7 ., 
-�---�-- Retired Owner _ 
Non- Ooo,e.tion Farmer Fa.rm�r Not eported 
Percent Percent Percent 
l8e3 11.0 -
11. 3 21.4 11.2 
ll.5 10.6  14.2 
1.1 6.4 11.1 
18.2 15.9 13. 3 
20.1 s.9 15.6 
15.1 s.4. 44.7 
22.2 7.5 l6o5 
No Report 
As Not 
Retired 
Percent 
15.0 
2.2 
7.4 
4.4 
1. � 
3.2 
1.9 
3.2 
State 6 ,847 ,618 3.7 11.7 18.6 11 .s 2.5 21.4 9.7 - 14.6 
Area 1 1,446,159 - 2.s 45.l 40.l .3  4.5 3. 2 1.1 2.6 
2A 1,299, 5 36 z.s 3.6 28.7 13.3 5.9 16.9 s.9 11.s 6.4 
2B 1,118 ,471 2.1 16.2 24.8 18 . 3  1 .3  14.5 4.4 14.l 3.7 
693 , 312 4.a 6.6 13.3  15.4 4.8 25.2 15. 1  14.2 .6 
3B 363,190 2.3 18.2 12.4 16.7 2.3 23.8 4.4 15.4 4.5  
4A. 881,924 4.5 a.1 11.1 27 . 3  6.8 25.8 a .a 4.8 2.2 
639 ,664 a .a 9.1 12o4 14. 3 .1 26.4 5.5 21.4 1.4 
So�rce : Unpublished data from the files of the Economics Department, South Dakota State College.  
\.J.) 
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large and holds a good part of the land in the l es s  intens ive agricultural 
areas such as Areas 1 , 2A , and 2B. In more agriculturally intensive 
areas ,  retired farmers are larger in numbe r  and hold a larger perc entage 
of the land. Full explanation of these phenomena would require more 
study. 
South Dakota Agricultu al Land Utilization Problems 
More than 24,882 , 560 acres of land , or 51 perc ent of" all lands in 
fa:nns in South Dakota , i s  considered range land. 8 Ranching ,  as a type of 
agricultural land utilization , differs significantly from farming , dry 
land or irrigated. Its pecularl. ties have given ri se to c ertain problems 
as distingui shed from the problems of farming. In this s ection South 
Dakota ' s  agricultural land utilization problems will be studied in two 
parts : first , range land problems and second , farming and related 
problems • 
.I• Range � Problems 
A number of land use problems are associated with ranching . .Among 
the better known range problems are soil c onservation and over-grazing. 
The sparse population pattern ,  due to the large size of operating units , 
leads to dif.ficulty in providing - schools , roads , communication and other 
related services . Ranching is also a very highly c ommercialized enter­
pri s e ;  unlike farming , there is very little s elf suf'fici ent ranching. 
8rt is hard to draw a line between farm and range land. Consider­
ing Economic .Area 1 as ranch are a ,  the above figure is  an approximation 
of ranch areas in the state. 
Like other commercialized fanning , ranching is vulnerable to price 
fluctuation. 
Some of the ranching problems are exclusive to the g eographic 
location and composition of the area. This group , called specific 
problems , is briefly discussed in this section.  
A. Specific Rangeland Probler1s of Western South Dakota 
1 .  Climatic Fluctuation � Over-grazing 
As was discussed earlier under South Dakota vegetation , Area 1 was 
once a mixed prairie range ,  a mixture of midgrasses and shortgrasses . 
Balancing the spring and fall growth of the midgras ses , the shortgrasses 
grew rapidly in the heat of summer when topsoil moisture was available. 
The mixed prairie type of range land in the West provides well­
balanced grazing through its seasons and affords native hay for winter 
feed. In a well-balanced rangeland the average grazing capacity of the 
range is about three acres per animal month for cattle and three-fourths 
of one acre per animal month for sheep . 9 
The rainfall in this area ranges from 1 4  to 1 8  inches . 1 0  The 
productivity of the land and the growth of the midgrass , as well as the 
shortgrass ,  to a certain extent depends on the amount and distribution of 
rainfall . Therefore , in South Dakota , such growth is subj ect to extreme 
9Mont H. Sanderson , Western Stock Ranching , T'.ae University of 
Minnesota Press , Hinneapolis ,  1 9.50 ,  p .  58. 
1 0 Agronomy Department , Agricultural Experiment Station , Soils .2f 
South Dakota,  Soil Survey Series Number .3, March 1 9.59 ,  p. J .  
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variation from one year to anot1er. 
Rainfall over a period of years seems to be a more vital deter­
minant to the productivity of gras ses  than i t  is to crop s .  The crop yield 
of each year is almost entirely dependent on cultivation practices  and 
precipitation o:f that spec." .J':ie ear ;  whereas grasses have continuous 
life, and their p roductivity in ,ach year depends on the rain.fall not 
. only of that year but also of previous years . The exc eption to this , of 
c.ourse , i s  when land has been res e ed. 
Ranchers who have based th capacity of their ranges on the 
forage production in good rainfall years have overstocked the range. 
�his has resulted in forage depletion. The practice of over-grazing re­
duces the prevalenc e of the mid-grasses relative to the short grasses , 
thus converting the range into a short grass type. Thi s situation has 
occurred on occasions in some of the western range lands of the state and 
has resulted in unbalanced s easonal c apacities and dimini shing total 
capacity. 
The great drought seared the northern plains during the thirties 
while the years from 1 939 through 1 948 were phenomenally good. .Examina­
tion of the South Dakota weather conditions , indicates £requent occurrence 
of -droughts ; some of which were so long and intensive that it appeared 
almost impossible to c ope with them·- even under the best management . The 
ranchers , who had been overusing their ranges before the drought . wit­
nessed a relatively slower recovery of the midgrasses than of the short 
grasses . Today these rangelands ,  which have no midgrasses , have insuf­
ficient spring and fall range forage to balance the summer growth of the 
short grasses. 
_g_. Tenure Pro blerns 
A study of land ownership and land tenure in South Dakota indic ates 
that many ranches west of th Mi s souri River control their l ands through 
some combination of deeded land , land purchase contracts , leasing of 
state , county , and privately o med lands , and public land grazing penni ts. 
This system has led to several problems of management planning. Insecuri­
ty of land tenure among tenant ranchers gives rise to such undesirable 
practices as the exploi tat.ion or overuse of the range , and discourages 
practices related to ranch improvement and land conservation. 
The problem of range land tenancy in most parts of the west ,  where 
the government is the landlord , is  dif.ferent from the problems of tenancy 
where land i s  prl vately owned. vli th government owned lands such problems 
as stability of tenure , reasonable payment of damages by either party ,  
and compensation for unexhausted improvement and other leasing arrange­
ments are o;f a different nature ; some are hampered by "red tape " , while 
some have become desirable established practices . The merits ·and short­
comings of public ownership versus private o-vmership have c reated con­
troversial problems regarding range lands in the west . This matter will 
be further discus sed and evaluated in chapters three and four in the 
section on Land Utilization Proj ects . 
ll· Fanninz and Related Problems Et. Eastern South Dakota 
A. Ownership and Leasing Arrangement 
It has been part of the .American culture to look upon tenancy as 
distinctly inferior to land ownership ; in fact , it i s  regarded as a social 
di 
1 1 
sease. 
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Early national leaders like Thomas Jefferson believed that 
small farm owners were " the most precious part of the state. " Passage 
of the Homestead Act in 1 862, the Reclamation Act of 1 902, The Federal 
Fann Loan Act of 1 9 1 6  and other similar statues indicate endorsement of 
the concept of owner-operatorship of fann land throughout the nation. 
A study of land tenure in South Da�ota during 1 900- 19.54 ( Table 7 )  
revealed that in 1 900 one-ha lf (49 percent )  o f  the operators of South 
Dakota owned all the land they operated. 12  In every succeeding census 
up to 1 940, the number and proportion of full owners , however , has sho�m a 
decline until by 1 9L�O only one of every five operators ( 21 percent ) owned 
all the land operated. 
The drop in the number and proportion of full owners was due to 
many causes , the chief of which was the forced liquidation or f ann loans 
by foreclosure and the failure of heir s to operate the .fann. It was also 
due to the increase in the number of part Oltmer-operators which was dis­
cussed earlier. 
Since 1 940 there has been an increase in ownership and decr ease in 
tenancy. This change may be attributed to the lush fann incomes of World 
War II , government price support programs, and other factors such as 
increased farm size, mproved crops and better farm management practices. 
Also a study 0£ annual fann mortgage foreclosure indebtedness in South 
Dakota indicates a substantial drop since 1 940 and from 1 947 to 1 955 
456. 
1 1 R. R. Renne, � F,conomics , Harper & Bros. , New York, 1947 , p. 
1 2south Dakota Fann and Home Research, Vol . VII , No. 4, August , -- --- - - -
1 9 57 , pp. 1 1 - 1 4. 
1 900 
1 9 1 0 
1 920 
1 930 
1 935 
1 940 
1 945 
1 950 
1 9.54 
Source :  
Table 7. Tenure or Farmers and Ranchers and Acreage Operated by Tenure 
in South Dakota , 1 900- 1 954 
Percent of All Q.Eerators Who Are : Percent of Land 0Eerated bz: 
Part Full Full Part full 
Owner Owners Managers Tenants Owners Owners Managers Tenants 
49 28 1 22 38 41 3 1 8  
52 22 1 25 74+ -- 3 23 
J6 28 1 35 26 44 2 28 
27 28 1 44 1 8  44 2 
26 2.5 1 48 1 6  44 ,.._ 37 
21 26 X .53 1 0  50 .. 39 4 
25 36 1 38 1 2  62 J 23 
31 38 X 31 1 7  61  4 1 8  
32 ' '39 X 29 1 7 6.3 2 1 8  
South Dakota !!.!!!, � �  Research , August, 1 957, Vol . VIII , No. 4 ,  p. 1 2. 
X Less than 0 • .5 percent . 
+ Includes part owners . 
\.,J 
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there was no more than 1 8  foreclosures reported in the state :for any 
given year. 1 3 At the latest census calculation almo st 41 percent o.f the 
fanners and ranchers in the state are part-owner operators , .32 percent 
are full owners and 27 percent are full tenants .
1 4 
The proportion of tenancy shows a different picture. As it is  
shown in Table 7 , in 1 9 1 0  about one out o:f every .five .fann operators 
( 22 percent ) -was a tenant. The proportion of tenancy increased until 
1 940 when slightly more than half ( 53 percent )  of all the :fann operators 
in the state were tenants . Since 1 940 the proportion o.f tenancy has 
been decreasing. The responsible factors are mostly the same underlying 
factors which have increased the proportion of full or part ownership . 
In 1 9.54 more than 45 percent of the land in South Dakota was 
operated by tenants . 1 5 Thi s figure included lands rented by .full t enants 
and part o..mers. This high percentage of tenancy indicates that the 
Federal and state land policies we re not wholly suc cessful in  achieving 
full mmer-operatorship in the state. Follo'h1.ng in the wake of high 
tenancy have come numerous proble.11s m. th which agricultural economists 
are familiar. The .following list recalls but a .few o.f the more important 
ones. 
1 �conomi.cs Department ,  Agricultural Experiment Station, South 
Dakota State College , � Economic Strength 2f sou th Dakota Agric� ture , 
Circular 1 32 ,  January, 1 9  57 ,  P .  27 . 
14uni ted States Depar..,ment of Commerce ,  Bureau o.f the Census ,  
.!<U2, C ensus .2£ Agriculture ,  Preliminary:. 
1 .5uni ted States Department of Commerce , Bureau o.f the Census ,  
Horth Dakota � Sou�h Dakota 1.22±, Census 2f A�riculture , p . 1 94. 
--· 
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1 .  Ins ecure occupancy leads to frequent moving ,  failure to main­
tain soil productivity , poor living conditions , deterioration of land , 
and finally it is an obstacle to fann improvement. 
2.  Rent , or division of fann income  is based on tradition and 
customary systems of the community rather than on the productivity of 
the individual fann and the contribution of the landlord and tenant. 
3. Occasional disagreements between tenants and ovmers results in 
wasted time and resources . 
' 4. Poor housing conditions prevail for the tenants , and they are 
o.ften unable to secure adequate credit for capital investment on the fanu. 
5. Vague , oral lease agreements which do not c over the many prob-
lerns that materialize as the lease terms are carried out often prove to 
be a source of misunderstanding. 
6 .  Tenants are unable to plan a long-run program for their farms 
and to develop the most efficient fann operation. 
7. Outmoded laws fail to protect adequately the landlo rd ' s 
_property. 
8.  Counties in which tenancy is the prevailing policy suffer 
pr.ilnarily because the tenant families move so frequently that they have . 
little interest in building up loc al community s ervices . 
The main concern through the years seems to have been how to make 
every farmer an owner , not how to promote a productive and stable agricul­
ture. In many- cases tenancy has been more profitable than full owner­
ship of land ior the operator with limited means. The above listed 
problems have , however, generally been as sociated with tenancy in South 
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Dakota. 
B. Inefficiency of Operation , �nd Community Development as Affected 
by Size of Farm 
The South Dako ta farmer ,  like his counterpart all over the country, 
tries to be efficient The economic system of the country and the price 
system have taught him to be competitive if he is to aim for the highest 
return he c an  get.  'I'he nature of' his busines s and the technological 
developnents such as the tractor and its equipment have left the South 
Dakota farmer with two alte rnatives : ( 1 )  to be ec onomically ef'ficient 
and operate at least at a break-even level ; or ( 2 )  to leave the land for 
someone el s e. The advancement of technology causing an industrial revolu­
tion in agriculture ,  has resulted in the exodus of 25 percent of the 
rural population since 1930 .  1 6 The average size of' farm has increased 
from 439 ac res 1 7 in 1 930 to 804 acres in 1 960 1 8 , and this trend i s  pre­
dicted to continue. 
The expans ion of' the size of farms and the loss of the rural 
population has an inevitable effect on the community life in rural areas . 
As in the past , it will keep affecting community development , particularly 
the rural c hurch , rural school , local government , and local trade center. 
Is it bette r  to keep more people on the fann living at sub- standard 
1 6Department of Rural Sociology , South Dakota Agricultural Experi­
ment Station , South Dakota Population 1950- 196 1 , Pamphlet No . 1 21 . 
1 7south Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station of Agricultura
l 
Economic s ,  Fifty Years £f South Dakota Agriculture , Pamphlet ,56 ,  1 9.54. 
1 8u .  s . Department of Commerce , Bureau of the Cen�us , 1.2j2 Censu s 
S2f Agriculture , Preliminary. 
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levels of living , unable to support the church , the school , and the loc al 
government , or to have fewer fa.nners who need and can support fewer 
schools ,  churches , roads , etc . ?  To answer this question adequately one 
would have to draw on two disciplines : economic s , which is  concerned with 
allocation o:f resources and the optimum level o:f operation ,  and sociology 
which deals with the people concerned.  Full di scussion of this question 
is beyond the scope of this study. It should suffice to say here that 
economic efficiency in agricultural production today requires operation of 
very large areas . According to studies by Berry , a majority of the fann­
ers·, e specially the grain produc ers in South Dakota, need higher . prices 
for corn, more yield , or more land in order to operate at the break even 
level . 1 9  
Table 8 below shows that the average size o f  more than 72 percent 
of the farms in South Dakota is less than 500 acres. This is the mini­
mum area assumed by Mr. Berry to be neces sary for a break even level of 
operation. 
Table 8. South Dakota Farms by Size ,  1 959 
Acres 
Under 1 0  acres 
1 0  to 49 acres 
50 to 69 acres 
70 to 99 acres 
1 00 to 1 39 acres 
1 40 to 1 79 acres 
1 80 to 2 1 9  acres 
220 to 259 acres 
250 to 499 acres 
50 0 to 999 acres 
1 000 to more acres 
Tota1 
Number · 
689 
1 , 855 
480 
1 , 282 
1 , 1 23 
5 , 582 
2 , 023 
3 , 822 
1 8 , 1 37 
1 1 , 21 9  
� 
35:7z6 
Percentage 
1 .  3 
J .4 
. 9  
2 . J  
2. 1 
1 0 . 1 
3. 6 
6 . 8  
32. 8  
20 . J  
16 . 4 
10() 
Source :  U. s.. Department of Commerce , J.2j2 Census 2£ ,Mri.cul ture , 
Preliminary. 
1 9 An unpublished paper by R. L. Berry, Economics Department , 
South Dakota State College.  
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By thi s criterion , 72 percent of the fanns in South Da..l{ota operate 
at l e s s  than the "break even" level . How then , can the s e  farmers continue 
in bu siness? The answer generally i s  one of the following : ( 1 ) he may 
reduce the purchase of food and clothing for hi s family ,  ( 2 )  he may 
postpone house  improvements and building repairs , ( 3 ) he may work harder 
and longer during the rush season and do without a hired man, or (4 ) he 
may have an effici ent production of: livestock to cover up part of his 
loss . 
In short ,  it is realistic to assume that technologic al developn1ents 
have given ri se to a new s et of problems in fanning ; they have brought 
about a drastic increase in the capital investment , ri sk .  and size  of 
the family fann. The pattern of the last 30 years , l-.hlch will probably 
continue , has been to remove the less  efficient and small size farm 
operators from the farms and to merge small fanns into large ones . 
Land policies in South Dakota have not had the anticipated results . 
Nevertheless ,  they have not been a complete failure by any means . On 
one hand , the existence of the problems discus s ed above indicates that 
land polici es have not fulfilled the Jeffersonian dream for rural .America. 
They failed to assure the tiller of the soil freedom and equality of 
opportunity through the ownership _ _ o.f the land which e ach of then tills .. 
On the other hand , the land system has been succes sful , to a c ertain 
extent . in forming a productive rural economy that produc e s  the foods 
and fibers that the city people need and want.  South Dakota fanners , 
like most of their colleagues in the United States , are mo.re prosperous 
than most of the farmers in other lands. The following two chapters 
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will evaluate the various land policies implailented in South Dakota, 
tracing the sources of the prevailing pro bl eras as l:ell as sho1-r.i.ng the 
contribution of the land systetils to the peac e ,  prosperity, and happine s s  
or the nation. 
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APPENDIX I 
Part of the sampling and survey method used by the United States 
Department of Agriculture has been di scus sed as follows : 
A serpentine cou rse was drawn on a map through all c ounties in 
each of the economic areas in the state , and two counties  in each area 
were selected according to probability proportional to the number of 1 954 
farms .  Thi s provided geographic dispersion of the counties and increas ed 
the probability that counties with large numbers of owners would be selected 
( assuming , of c ourse , th at the number o:f owners was roughly proportional 
to the numbe r  of operato rs ) .  
Afte r  the sample of counties was obtained , a sample of owne rs within 
each county was drawn. Within a county,  each owner had an equal proba­
bility of being selected. 
The names and addresses of owners of rural land were obtained either 
from distric t  (usually county )  Agricultural stabilization and Conservation 
offic es or from records of county clerks , assessors , or registrars of 
deeds . The steps followed in making the list are described here : 
( 1 )  The names of all rural landowners owning tracts o f  2 .  5 acres 
o r  more were listed. 
(2 ) The list was checked to eliminate duplications and to insure 
that it included all individuals , estates ,  and partnerships . 
Partnerships , estates , and corporations were treated as s ingle 
owners. 
Thus the basic li st from which the sample o:f owners was taken 
contained the names of all owners of 2. 5 acres or more o-£ rural land. 
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vJhen a c o unty had an insufficient number of names for a sample, it was 
combin ed with an adj acent county or counties and the two or more counti es 
were treated as a s ingle unit. 
To mak e reliable state estimates, it was necessary to obtain 
1 , 800 usable schedules in the state. A JO perc ent response of sample 
owners was expected. 
The expected response rate required that approximately 429 owners 
b e  interviewed in each of t he 1 4  sample counties .. 
The total number of owners in a c ounty , as  d etermined by actual 
c ount, was recorded and us ed later in expanding the sampl e  data for 
estimati on purposes . 
Schedules were mailed by a contractor who had b een selected by 
op en-bid procedures .  The contractor edited , coded , and proc essed the 
data obtain ed on the schedules. 
Neither census nor any other enumeration gives the uni verse of 
landowners. Estimates of owners and their holdings in the state , there­
fore , were obtained by expansion of sample data. 
In order to expand the sample data into county and ec onomic area s , 
it was n ece s sary to asswne t hat the number of land owners and farms were 
equal in each county. Such an as sumption made it possible t o  arrive at 
a perc entage distribution by using the :following formula: 
• • {'! No. of farms in area 
) 
Percentage Distn.bution = \Total fanns in Counti es A & B 
( 
No . of owners in Counti A X SA ) 
No . of owners in sample of County A 
( 
No . of owners in Countz B X SB) 
No . of owners in sample of County B 
in which counti es A and 13 are th e two counties selected for sampling. 
SA and SB are the relevant sample data of the c ountie s  A and B .  
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CHAPTER III 
DFBCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAND POLICIES IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
The formulation of land policies has been a gradual and continuo us 
developnent. Land policies were built upon the experience of the past 
and are the result of the gradual development of historical and cultural 
factors influencing t he land of the United States. 
An evaluation of land policies, present and past, cannot be under­
taken without examining the social, political and economic conditions 
prevailing when the policies were formulated. This chapter will discuss : 
( 1 ) the prevailing economic and institutional conditions prior to the 
statehood of South Dakota . and ( 2 )  the nat ure and characteristics of 
land policies from the Homestead Act to the present time. 
I .  Prevailing Economic and Inst itutional Conditions Prior 
to the Statehood of South Dakota 
Instit�tional and economic factors such as the concepts of property ,  
equality, and individual rights which today in the United States are taken 
for granted, are closely related to the system of land tenure. These 
rights have t heir roots in the histo ry  of settlement and tenure arrange­
ments 1n the Colonial period. Decis�ons made during the Colonial period 
have affected generations of fanners down to the present time and will 
continue to do so in the future. A brief discussion of the_ chronological 
development of these institutional factors including land tenure fonns, 
will be the task of this section. 
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A. Institutional Concept of Land Tenure and a Summary .2f S ettlement in 
the Colonial Ferioct20 
- - - -
As t enns and concepts  vary in t.."1.eir meanine among languages and 
cultures ,  intere stingly enough they may also develop new meanings through 
time in the hi s to ry of a single  nation. The c onc ept of" property is one 
or those t erms which today has a meaning different from that which was 
understood during the colonial period . Under the English land tenure 
system , property meant "belonging to " ;  it was a suggestive term giving 
the impression of obligation , of a responsibility which grows out of 
self-dependency. 
Another early idea--this one close to modern fonns of property-­
was the po s sessory idea. This concept was in the nature of physical 
"attachment 11 , it was an exchangeable ri ght . The possessory idea r eferred 
to such things as weapons , clothing , handicrafts ,  tools , cattle , and 
finally slaves . 
Today ' s  conc ept of property s eems to have developed out of" the 
early pos s essory rights in physical " attachment" ,  and not control over 
land. The modern conc ept of property is  a "right in " ; it is a right of 
using certain commodities ; it is a privilege of the power of excluding 
others from its use;  it is  exchangeable. 
At the time that Europeans settled in the New World • .feudalism 
was the prevalent tenure system in Europe .  and the concept of property 
was that of ubelonging to 11 • Discovery and settlement was the chi ef" claim 
20.The source for most of the inf'ormation in this s ection is 
Marshall Harris ,  Origin 2f_ � � Tenure !.!! �  United States , the 
Iowa State College Press , Ames , 1 9 53 ,  pp. 21 -40 .  
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of ownership in the Kew Horlc,. European sovereigns generally recognized 
each other' s  titles to land based on discoveri es and supposedly they 
tried not to enc roach the territorJ of other sovereigns. But actually 
land in the New World was held largely by the sword. Right of discovery, 
therefore, was an anpty shell, for it could be maintained only by military 
might. 
study of the land tenure in the colonial period suggests there was 
a variety of tenure, ranging from small fee simple holdings to the large 
feudal estates . There was a heterogeneous, planl e s s  proc edure of settling 
th e Neu World ; large trading companie s, wealthy proprietors , and private 
parties were granted lands, and each had his 01-m p rocedure or scheme 
for s ettlement and subgranting lands. Various grants, also, such as the 
headright, military bounties . grants for meritorious s ervices and estab­
lishment of industries placed land into the hands of diff'erent kinds of 
individuals with different ideas and plans . l!aturally not all were con­
cerned with s ettlement and family farms . In som e  colonie s  or some parts 
of the colonies there was ri gid politic al control. Some penni tted a 
high degree of religious freedom, and some demanded confonnity to the 
established church. Some grants were in absolute fee simple, and some 
exerc ised the exploitation of indentured servants and slaves . 21 SUch 
a wide variety oi land tenure policies in the Colonies gradually emerged 
into a national land system. 
2 1  �,,n Toid. , p • .71'7 •  
.5 1  
� •  Institu�ional Achie·vements in Rep;ard to .§; Conc ent Ef Equality , Freedom 
.f!.2E! Feudalism ,  Imurint 2.£ Rel igion , and .§; Eetter Legal Sys tem22 
Characteri stic s of the Coloni al land tenure system such as feuda­
lism , primo geniture and entail , quitrent , and restriction on alienation 
gradually lo st ground before the Revolution. Surveying and recording 
proc edures were improved , and land l•ias beginning to be looked upon more 
as a commodity to be sold for profit and les s  as a family estate to be 
kept for po sterity. The concept of property evolved from the meaning of 
"belong to , "  to "possession , n or having the right of c ontrol and use . 
The Revolution and its consequences helped diverse prerevolutionaI"J 
.forces concerning land tenure policy , to merge  into a more or less nation­
wide land tenure system. 
The situation in the home count!""IJ and experience s  durLvig the 
colonial period had already proved the evils of feudalism . The l eaders 
of the Revolution and the seekers of equality had already .found out that 
political d emocracy could not be maintained in the abs ence of' e conomic 
and social democracy. They had already experienc ed  the reciprocal re­
lationship of the land system and democracy in government ;  it operated in 
both directions--politic al consideration influenc ed tenure , and the land 
system influenced government . They could see that some insti tutiona1 
rights and customs such as primogenitu re and entail had given rise to 
enlargement of land holdings and the development of :feudalism. It 
seemed evident that hereditary concentration o:f politic al power in 
government c ould be  more easily removed or presented by abolishiu.ent of 
22roid. , pp . 34.5-366 .  -
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hereditary estates in land and their resulting conc entration of economic 
powers.  
As a result of  the Revolution and relative fulfillrnent of the con­
cept of equality qui trent began to be abolished. Levying a property tax 
was found imperative to democracy, social welfare , and s ecurity. Arbitrary 
confiscation and abuse of power was banned by the federal constitution, 
stipulating that no state should " • • •  deprive any person of life , liberty, 
or property without due proce ss of law. 11 
Al though the Declaration of Independence had defined hwnan rights 
as "certain inalienable rights • • • that among them are life , liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness • • • , n there was no mention of rights of property. 
Some politic al scientists believed that the fran1ers of the Declaration of 
Independence had intentionally omitted the property right. Had the right 
of property been considered as one of the human rights ,  they reasoned , it 
would have been more difficult to introduce substantial changes in the 
land holding system. Primogeniture a..'l"ld entail , for instance,  could be 
claimed as a right of property. Jefferson has been given credit for the 
exclusion of the right of property from the listing of human rights , and 
consequently preventing feudalism. Jefferson had found all of the 
11Decleration des droit de 1 1 homme 11 : submitted by Lafayette , desirable 
except for "droi t a la propriete 11 • Through his politic al power he 
£inally succe eded in outlawing primogeniture in intestat e  succession.
23 
Elimination of primogeniture ,  the barring of entails ,  and confis­
cation of millions of acres of land by the states helped greatly in 
23Ibid. , p .  373. 
changing many feudal or  sern.i-feudal characteri stic s establi shed by the 
British .feudals lords . It was a c rucial step in land refonn and in 
abolishing large absentee ovmership. 
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A study of forces underlying the Revolution substantiates the 
inter-relationship of economic s and politics . It reveals £or instance ,  
that the most pronounced forces influencing the evolving land tenure 
system were the struggles for equality, religious freedom , proper legal 
institutions , and politic al and economic interdependenc e.  Only the legal 
institutions pertaining to land tenure will be discus sed here. 
1 .  Development of a Eational Larid Tenure System 
.Availability of land was a strong economic factor underlying the 
evolution of a national land tenure system. In America ,  c ontrary to 
Europe ,  land was abundant ; agencies , men of wealth , and farmers were 
encouraged to invest and settle in the !Jew 11.Jorld . Tenants and even in­
dentured s ervants in Arneric a were not as rigidly subjugated by the code 
of feudalisn as they had been in Europe ; as a result they could avail 
them s elves of the possibility of improvement and a better living . 
Afte r  the Revolution and Declaration of Independenc e the newly 
fonned states confiscated millions of acres of land. Such confiscation 
constituted a major part of the _ latter federal public domain. The Con­
tinental Congress  and the Articles of Confederation approved and strength­
ened the acts of the states . Under the Act 0£ Confisc ation ,  the proper­
ties of those who had been considered an enemy of the states were subje ct 
to confisc ation. 24 T'ne British who were not residents in the Uni ted 
24:rbid . , p .  368. 
. I  
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States on April 1 9 , 1 775 , and also those  who had not cooperated with the 
states since the Revolution , and tho se who joined the Briti sh , lost their 
properti es in the United States .  25 The confi scated properties were 
regranted through sale to persons who took an oath of allegiance to · the 
state. 
Some of the original states, confronted with the matter of unap­
propriated. and confiscated land ·within their own boundaries , establi shed 
land offices .  The main functions of such an office were tald.ne; care of 
the state owned lands , the orderly di stribution of lands among new set­
tlers ,  and the granting of military bounties to soldiers . In short, 
these offic es were to tighten and regulate the procedure by maldng the 
t . rd l 26 gran s in a more o er y manner. 
Seven of the original states had also claims on lands beyond their 
bounds. They laid cla.L"n to land west of the Appalachian mountains . Com­
mon claim on the western lands gave rise to such problems as to who should 
have charge of the settlement of the area, who should have sovereign 
power over the western country, and the .fono of government it should 
have. So.me of the colonies had already experienc ed difficulties of 
having sovereignty separated from power to control the land . l..,!arshall 
Harris referring to this problem stated that " ·  • • it was always difficult , 
usually artificial , and invariably ineffective to separate completely 
sovereignty over a people and control over the basic tenure system of 
2.5rbid. , p. 369. 
26Ibid. , p. 380 .  -
the country. It took much effort and time before all of the states 
could see the utter nec es sity of j oining , under proper  s afeguards , 
government of the terri. tory and control over the land. 1 127 
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It took more than two decades before the s even states all ceded 
their western land to the federal government. The last cession made by 
the State of Georgia on March 1 • 1 781  , 28 completed the power of' the 
federal government over the public domain. 
2. Improvements in Land Registration and Some Legal Aspect s  of Land 
Tenure 
In early colonial America a universally est abli shed source of 
laws was ab sent. Different colonies  were practicing various legal 
syste.llls . Later on , shortly before the Revolution and .for.mulation of the 
Constitution , l and laws were bas ed on the American concept of equality, 
liberty of consci enc e ,  and of natural laws . John Adams , in his state­
ment in the Iiovanglus , said: 
How , then do we new Englandmen derive our laws? I s ay,  
not from parliament , not from Common Law, but from the law 
of nature , and the Compact made with the king in our Charters . 
Our anc estors were entitled to the Common Law of England when 
they emigrated, that i s ,  to just so much of it as they pleased 
to adopt , and no mor e. They were not bound or obliged to 
submit to it , unless they chose it. 29 
The legality of the land tenure system was tak en c are of by cer­
tain alterations of the common law. Such an adaptation helped the land 
27Ibid. , p .  380 .  
28rbid. , p. 385. 
29�. , p .  ,360 , (quoted fron Adams �-.rorks , IY,  1 22 ) .  
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t enure syster.,. as well as most of the other institutional laws developed 
from the wild , lawless , ancl confused situation of early Colonial Americ a. 
Land registration and its c rucial importance in land tenure was 
given timely c onsideration by Jefferson and other early n ational leaders. 
They already had realiz ed the significance of la�d regi stration and the 
developnent of a systematic land survey system. The metes and bounds 
system of desc ribing land was q1.1ite involved. Duplication , overlapping 
and confusion was not infrequent. Although individuals like Pelatiah 
Webster had suggested l and surveying and laying out of townships early 
in 1 781 , nevertheles s it was under the leadership of Jefferson that the 
Ordinance of 1 785 was prepared 2.nd passed by the Congres s . 30 This 
ordinanc e c alled for ( a )  prior rectangular survey to prevent overlapping 
titles , (b ) auction sale with equal opportunity to everJone , ( c )  transfer 
proc ess on the basis of deeds , ( d )  stability of price by preventing 
overflooding of t he market , and ( e ) alteration of the plan according to 
the circumstanc es . 3
1 
A land tenure system could not be complet ed without perfecting its 
legal aspects through specific laws regarding transfers of property, 
inheritance ,  taxe s , public rights , etc . There ims a need for a unified 
national t enure system to eliminate the prevailing variation of laws 
conc erning property rights .  Th e  ;.:orthwest Ordinance 0£ 1787 fuliilled 
this require;nent for the new land being settled.  Some political scien­
tists and. writers have c onsidered this ordinance as one of the mo st 
30�. , p. 383. 
3\�Ei£• , p. 339. 
' ,, 
r ·  
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sig:nificant and lasting laus ever enacted . Tl1e basic  principles  of the 
Ordinance of 1 787 continue to affect the land tenure system of the 
nation. 
In add.i tion to the ordinances of 1 78 5 and 1 787 , many other acts 
concerning the public domain and l and ovmership cam e  into being , including 
the Act of 1 80 7 ;  favo rable reports of public lands c ommittee , 1828 ; the 
Pre-emption Acts ; Repeal of the Pre-emption Act , 1 89 1 . The graduation 
bill of 1850 ,-ms among other acts and measures concerning l and 01-mership. 
Thes e  all ,  no doubt , influenc ed the land policy in the United States to 
a certa:L11 d egree.  However , discus sion of such acts is beyond the scope 
of this dis sertation. 
II . The lfature and Development of Land Polici es Federal and 
State in South Da'kota from Enacbnent of the Homestead 
Act to the Present Time ( 1 86 1 - 1 96 1 ) 
'i'hi s  s ection explores the nature and development of land policy 
frorn the Homestead Act to the present time . As no major land policy 
has been enacted since 1 94� policies are divided chronologic ally ,  in the 
order of their development , into three p eriods : ( 1 )  From enactment of 
the Homestead Act to the statehood of South Dakota ( 1 86 1 - 1 881 ) ;  ( 2 )  
Beginning o :f  Statehood to World War I ( 1 881 - 1 9 1 4) ; ( .3 ) World War I to 
llorld War II ( 1 9 1 4-1 940 ) .  
A .  From. Enactment _2!, � Homestead Act 12 Statehood ( 1 86 1 - 1 881  )32 
32r:i describing the history and passage of the federal land poli­
cies  as well as the general situation regarding land and prevailing ideas 
on its use ,  I have heavily depended on docu.-nentary work of Benjamin H . 
P.ibbard , A History of the Land Policy, i•!ew York , The .A..'nerican Company ,  
1 924. 
- - - -
1 .  Tl{:2: 301·3ST2D ACT 
It too� alrao st half a centur1J for the Ho1;1estead Act to become a 
law. T"ne si r;nific anc e of the act and its nature will be better under­
stood after taking a glance at the public land situation existing before 
the passage of the lion1estead Act ,  and the events leading to its passage . 
�- Public � Si tua� Eefore � Passage £f. the Homestead !£i 
: :ost of the people of the Eastern and Southern part of the United 
States who lived in settled regions and were engaged in fanning were of 
the opinion that 1·lestern land should not be given away. They saw land 
in their areas selling at good figures and b elieved that the fertile soil 
of the }lest should be sold to the people , settlers or speculators , who 
were ·willing to pay for it. 
The :man on the frontie r felt different. He was hungry for land 
and ·had no ooney to pay for it . �-fuether the price was two dollars or 
a few c ents per acre it ·was too much for him to pay.  Therefore , people 
of the East and tho se of the Hest had different v-iews concerning dis­
posal of the Western lands . Thi s difference ·was e:-:pressed and argued 
for almo st half a century, in raany of the stat es as well as in Congress .  
As tL"ile passed ,  public opinion favored the granting of weste rn  
land free t o  the settlers . In 1 844 r,:r. Fic:klin of Illinois forcibly 
expre ssed the sent�"':'lent of the �-le st in regard to the Public domain. 
He argued that : 
"Unless the governr.ient shall grant head rights , s ettle­
ment ri ghts , o r  donation o:r some kind , these prairies , with their 
gorgeou s growth of flowers , their gre en c arpeting , their lovely 
lavms and gentle slopes ,  will for c enturie s  continue to be the 
home of the uwild deer and wolf " ; their stillness will b e  un­
di sturbed by the jocund song o:f the fanner, and their deep 
and dertile soil unbroken by h is ploughshar e. Something must 
be done to remedy this evil . It is idle and s ensele ss to 
c ontinue at the :eresent pric e such a wide expanse o:f unmi ti­
gated prairie. 11 .3J 
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Later people in favor of rapid settlement of the West organized 
such groups as the Free  Soil Party and t he National Re.fonn Association , 
and campaigned for free settlement. Some expressed their b elief in the 
platform that the undeveloped land was worth no more than the cost of 
developing it. Some implied that s ince the sustenance of life comes 
from the soil , ea.ch man has a right to the soil to  extract directly for 
himself the neceu.sary means for living. The land refonners believed that 
gov�rmnent should take such action as preventing land speculation in th e 
disposal o1.. public land . and "that none other than a person needing land 
shall be allowed to acquire it at all. u .34  
The proponents also argued that t he public Treasury' s  gain would 
be muc h more in the long run than its short term loss in not selling 
these lands . They strongly believed that the national economy would 
develop and total production would increase if the land would be used for 
cultivation rather than speculation. 
The opponents of granting .free land in t he 1 850 '  s were strong 
especially in the federal Senate. Southern senators in favor of slavery 
denounced it as " a  fraud, and as a scheme that could proce ed from no 
33Benjamin Horace Hibbard, A History .2f. ill! Public � Policies, 
'Ihe Hacmillan Company: New York, 1 924, See Footnote p. 355. 
34Ibid. , p .  J59, quoted from N. Y. Weekly Tribune, Apr. 1 8, 1 846. 
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other sourc e than de.rnago ,...isr1 · ts elf. uJ5 They believed that the Homestead 
Act , already petitioned and introduc ed in the House , benefited only 
certain groups , aliens , or  citizens of a l:i.mi ted a1:;e group. Therefore , 
they argued that it was unconstitutional , also that it would cause  loss 
of government revenue , would affect 1.nm1igration ,  ·Fould reduce the price 
of land already in private hands , -v:rould be a detriment to the big in­
dustrial corporations , parti ·ularly the railroads , who se succes s was 
vital to the economic strene;th of the co1LvitrJ. 
l?_. Pass age 2£ � !£.i 
Argument between the East and �-Jest , the opponents and the propon­
ents of the Ronestead :Sill , continued. up to 1 860 . The bill even passed 
the House once but was rej ected in the Senate. .Finally on Hay 1 0 ,  1 860 , 
the bill was passed in the Senate , providing for the sale of l�V}d to 
heads of families who should occupy the land :for a period of five years . 
Sales could not exceed 1 60 acres no r a cost 0£ 25 cents per acre. But 
this act was Yetoed. by President Buchanan on the ground that Congress 
did not have authority to grant land to individuals or states . However , 
the proponents of free land continued their campaign , and finally it 
became an L--npo rtant political issue for the c ampaign in 1 860 . The 
Republic ans were i'inuly in favor 0£ it . 
The final Homestead Bill , already passed by the House, got into 
the hands of the Republican Senate , in 1 86 1 . It was passed in February 
3.5:rbid. ,  see footnote p.  366 . 
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o:f 1 862 , v-si. th two a-rnendments , one providing for soldier bounty lands ,  
and the sec ond setting January 1 as the ·c:.ate when the act should go into 
effect. The amendnents finally were compromised and acc epted by the 
Bouse. T'ne 3111 i\'as signed by the President , Abraham Ll.ncoln , on Hay 20 ,  
1 862. Thus it finally becc1me law that the public domain in the West 
could be given to settlers .free of charge , except a minor fee to be paid 
when filing the clai.'11. Ea h head of a family h ad the right to acquire 
1 60 acres provided he would live five years on the farm b e.fore it ·was 
"proven up " . 
T'.ne main features of the act are su.rnmariz ed as follows : 
1 • Granting t}rn public domain land in the West to heads of 
families not to exceed 160 acres per person.  An ad.di tional 
1 60 acres could be obtained in the na"!l e  of the wife. 
2 .  A residency of five years on the land was required for 
obtaining title to the land . 
3. The lands had to be given free of charge , except a :minor 
i' ee to be paid when filing the claims . 
4. The act was to be effective as January 1 , 1 863 . 
5. The Preemption law o:f 1&'-1-1 had introduc ed the right to s ettle 
on and improve unappropriated public lands and purchase it 
later at the minimum price without competition. Part o:f the 
original Homestead Act stated that the settler could convert 
his homestead with a preemption right , paying the regular 
pric e of $1 .25 or $2 • .50 per acre for it.  Thi s right , called 
the privilege of commuting , remained as one of the :r.iain 
features of the original Homeste ad  Act .  
2 .  TII:S TDIBE� CULTURAL ACT : ( 1 8  73 ) 
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The timber cultural act did not play as important a role in South 
Dakota as in some other parts of the countrJ. Hoi-rever , since it is in­
cluded in the sequence of land programs and because  of the impact of it s 
influence on the formulating of later land policies , it merits some 
di scus sion. A brief sunnnary of the nature o:f the .factors leading to the 
adoption of such an act , and the nature of the act 'Will be underta1<en in 
this section. 
Per capita consumption of wood in the 1 800 ' s and the first decade 
o:f the 1 900 ' s was much higher than that of today; this was due to the 
fact that 1-rood was the main source of .fuel . In 1 906 the average person 
used 1 07 cubic feet of lumber. 3y 1 9.50 average per capita consumption of 
lumber had dropped to J8 cubic :feet. J6 Since the significance of natural 
resources was not yet understood, the government failed to realiz e and 
prevent e;;,cploi tation of the resources of the country. Substantial de.:1and 
for wood and exploitive behavior of some indi rlduals and companies i n  the 
1 9th century exhausted the forest resources of the country. 
Toward the end of the ninteenth centurJ officers of the land office 
were awakened to the fact that national .forest resources of the country 
had been heavily used and wantonly wasted. They felt something should 
be done to compensate for the loss in order to improve the "tree reser­
voirs " of the country. They also thought that cultivation of trees in 
the prairies would favorably affect the climate and quali ty of the soil . 
36aaleigh Barlowe ,  � Resource Economics , Prentice-Hall , Inc . , 
Englewood Cliffs , N.  J .  , p .  87. 
In his report to Congress in 1 866 , Commi ssioner Wilson explained the 
technic al view of his office and recormnended that an amendment b e  made 
to the Homestead Law r equi · ng each settler to plant and cultivate a 
certain number of trees. 37 The exploited condition of the national 
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forest and significance o· .e recommendation of the Land Office were so 
obvious that Congress pass ed the Timber Cultural Act in 1 873. 
Thi s act was to encourage growth of ti.rnber on the We stern prairies. 
According to this act any person who would plant . protect , and keep in a 
healthy growing condition forty acres of timber :for ten years , provided 
that trees not be separated 111ore than 1 2  feet , would be entitled to the 
quarter of which the .forty acres was a part. Each person c ould obtain 
only one quarter in any section in this manner. It also provided that 
homesteader s  who had resided on their claims for three years , would be 
granted title if they had one acre of trees under cultivation for the 
last two years of that time. 
Later experience proved that it was almost impossible to plant 
forty acres of trees during one year. The most obvious shortcoming of 
the law began to show up as it was put into effect. Congress  responded 
favorably and made certain amendments . The size of: units was limited to 
1 60 acres. The vague definition of grantee in the o riginal. act as "any 
person I I  who could do certain things was changed in the amendment to  
someone who was specifically the head o:f a family, at least twenty one 
years of age ,  a citizen or about to become a citiz en of the United States . 
37Benjamin H. Hibbard , ! History 2f. � Publ.ic � Policies , The 
Nac}1illan Company, New York ,  1 924 , see :footnote p. 1 42.  
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One of the more important arnendments extended the planting of trees from 
one year to three years and educed the whole ueriod of cultivation from 4 
1 0  to 8 years . Some other an en&.nent s al so provided help and considera-
tion for tho se whose trees wer destroyed by grasshoppers. The trees 
could be planted in as many us four different lots instead of being in 
one tract. 
The provisions of thi s  c..C • still proved to be i..'llpractical and be­
yond the financial and physical ability of poorer people. Land specula­
tors and c orporations also could purchase land under the old law for 
less than they could hire someone to cultivate ten acres of timber for 
eight years . 
The foregoing shortcomings of the law gave rise to its abuse . 
Land speculators rnade fictitious entries for the purpose of k eeping the 
land off the market . After two years or so , as the neighborhood proved 
to be growing , the speculator .-.'Ould sell his right to someone else. This 
process  of relinquishment would continue through s everal hands before it 
crune into the hands of an actual settler. The settler would naturally 
find himself obliged to pay heavy tribute to the speculators .  
The commissioner  of the Lan d  Office in 1 882 , realizing the abuse· 
of the act and its impracticability, reported to Congress , " ·  • •  My infor­
mation leads me to the conclusion that a majority of entries under the 
timber culture act are made for speculative purposes and not for the 
cultivation o.f timber. . . . Hy infonnation i s  that no trees are to be 
seen over vast regions of country where timber culture entries have 
been most numerous • • • I am convinced that the public interests will be 
.. t 
ii . . 
served by a total repeal of th law, and recommend such repeal. 11 3
8 
There was some e · df.nc o i some other states that s ettlers with 
good intentions invest 500 to 1 000 dollars in an att empt to grow 
timber under the law. 1hf:.i · 1 nvevtment was completely lost,  and they 
were unable to achieve . · .w 1 proof. 
6.5 
The act was repeJl ed i 1 89 1 with some provisions for the benefit 
of those who started before 1· �1.e repeal of the law. Those wh() had culti­
vated trees for eight yearc cot ld make final proof" regardless of the 
nlllilber of trees liv-lng • 
l.=!• Be,,g;innin_g 2f. Statehood 12 World � J. ( 1 881 -191 4)  
1 • The r.:odification and Administration of the Homestead Act 
A few years after the implementation of the Homestead Act , the 
United States Land Commission realized that the commutation privilege of 
the act was somehow contradictory to the main purpo s e  and spirit of the 
act. 
There is no accurate record of commuted acres in South Dakota, 
but in North Dakota during the 1 900 to 19 10 decade more than 5 , 781 , 00 0  
acres were commuted compared to 4, 6 14 , 000 acres o n  which final proof was 
made • .39 
The portion of commuted homesteads continued to increase as land 
became more ·valuable. It reached its climax in 1 90.3  at 6oi and remained 
38Ibid. , see footnote p. ll-1 8 . 
39Ibid. , p .  3870 
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near a 50 perc ent di vision for a few years after.  The pric e of land 
increased from $400 to $2 , 600 per quarter section during this  period.
40 
There were two maln factors causing commutation : ( 1 ) speculation 
and inc rease in the value of  land bec ause of settlement and development , 
and (2 ) the homestead u · �-1as small even in the intensive fanning area 
of eastern South Dakota 1I} e land commissioner of 1 904 and 1 905 and 
other various commissioners of the General Land Office recommended that 
Congres s  repeal the c ommutation privilege of the Homestead Act . 
A minority on the Public Land Commission of the Senate favored 
commutation bec ause it would loosen the tie of the land and would give 
the homesteaders a chance to escape from c alamity or mi sfortune.  They 
said,  "A homesteader may wish to commute because of sicknes s ,  crop fail­
ure ,  lo ss of property , inability to make a living on the land ,  want of 
school facilities , refusal of wife to live on the homestead ,  lack of 
equipment ,  or death of entryman and inability of his widow to carry on 
41 
homestead work . u 
But Land office officials reported that the commutation privilege 
had made it possible for some citizens who are not farmers or ranchers , 
and have no intention of even becoming such , to own the lands. 
Congress in 1 89 1  amended the Homestead Act in thi s  respect and 
increased residency of six mon_ths to 1 4  months before commuting was allowed. 
Increasing connnutation residency and decreasing the required homestead 
40ibid. ,  p .  J87. -
41�. ,  see footnote p. 389 .  
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residency which was made later on as an a"Tlendment , decreas ed substantially 
the proportion of commutatic n .  
For m any  years Congre <i t3 f'ailed to realize the inadequacy of the 
size of the fann. Congres� ,  skeptical and fearful le st the speculators 
might take advantage of a .l.arger homestead , did not respond .favorably to 
the immediate requ est of' the fi(,tt, rs . It took more than 40 years before 
Congres s  became sufficient y ·�\.Jnvinc ed that in arid lands such as central 
and western South Dako ta , 1 60 a ··es was too small to support a family. 
In 1 904 7, a law pass ed ( the  Kinka:d Act ) ,  applying only to the state of 
Nebrask a ,  to enlarge its homesteads to 640 acres. Application of this 
law in Nebraska was an experiment . After a few years Congress bec ame 
satis.fied with the e�eriment and became aware of a s imilar s ituation in 
the mid-West and western states o  Consequently Congress made it possible 
.for nine other states including South Dakota to increase the ir Homestead 
size  to 320 ac res . 
The Land Office Co:mmission and the reports to Congres s  indic ated 
the nece ss ity of shortening the period of residency in the Homestead Act . 
Many b ills were introduced in the Congres s  reducing the res idence time 
to two , two and one-haJ.£ , and three year s . Finally Congres s  realized that 
shortening the reside nce time would serve _two majo r purposes :  ( 1 ) It 
would prevent commutation to a ce rtain degree because most of the set­
tlers would rather stay a little longer to obtain the title of land free 
than paying for it. ( 2 )  Securing title o:f the land in the short period 
would give security and credit to the settlers to borrow money and pro­
vide a mean s  of production. 
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Drought , grasshoppers , floods , prairie fires and other catastro-
phies , common in the wes e art of South Dm<ota and some other areas , 
were brought to the attenti n of Congress.  It was realiz ed that the 
settlers of these areas , in ase of complete destruction of crops , had 
to relinqui sh their holdin�s�  Congress passed a series of acts granting 
certain rights to reliev s�- lers facing catastrophy. Under these acts : 
( 1 ) the settlers could ha re J oa e of absence from their claims in order 
to make a living during the pedod of crop failure. ( 2 ) The time of 
payment of all homesteaders was extended. ( 3 ) If the head of the family 
should die before the final termination of his residency the right and 
privilege applied to his heirs .  (4) The homesteader could ma�e the 
affidavits before the Clerk of Courts of his 01-m county instead of having 
to make a long trip to appear in  person at the district land office. 
'!he so-called homestead relief acts include many other acts which 
are not as important as t.1-iose mentioned. They were mostly concerning the 
condition and circumstances of mru(ing affidavits by ali ens . These acts 
did concern settlers in South Dakota; nevertheless ,  they could not be 
considered as major acts .  
2 . THE DESERT LAND ACT :  1 871 42 
The Desert Land Act wa:i used much less than the Homestead Act in 
South Dakota.  The total area in South Dakota claimed under this act was 
20 , 094 acres.  However, since it i s  included in the sequence of land 
42Since the application in South Dak ota of the Des ert Land Act, 
enacted in 1 877 , was very close to the admission of statehood for South 
Dakota ( 1 88 1 ) ,  it has been discussed under the period of 3eginning State­
hood to Horld Har I .  
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programs and its results have been used in formulating the subsequent 
policies ,  a brief discusslon of the act seems neces sary. In this study, 
such matt ers as tl1e factors requiring adoption of the act as well as 
problems resulting from its adoption will be discussed.  
The need for water for reclamation of land in  the west l ed to  the 
passage o:f the Desert Land Act. Irrigation on most of these lands required 
a difficult and e.xpensive operation which was beyond the financi al possi­
bilities of many settlers . } ,�:'(:,und 1 87.5 the Commis sioner of" the General 
Land Of:fic e made an elaborate  report to Congress c oncerning the need in 
such areas for irrigation. He said in part , u For their reclamation a 
system necessarily expensive , because  involving canals or main ditches 
of great l ength and siz e ,  is required ; and , henc e ,  associated capital 
must be called upon to furnish the means of success . But the security 
£or its :repayment , even the inducement to furnish it , must be found in 
the lands to be benefited. 1143 
Following this report some  bills and debates were introduced in 
Congress p roviding for the sal e  of a section of land to a s ettler who 
would irrigate it within thre e  years after filing . The Senate , thinking 
such plan would result in speculation , was not quite in favor. 
Some senators argued that the amount of water should be specified , 
and the size of the land unit must be limited , because the s e  lands , onc e 
irrigated , becane enonnously productive . The proponents of the bill 
argued that the size of the land unit must be large enough to induce 
43Ibid. , see footnote p.  426 . 
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spending a large amount of r:o 1.ey and undertaking difficulties to conduct 
water to the land. 
Finally the bill bec ame a law in 1 877 providing for the sale of 
640 acres of land in the ar1. d · art of the c ountry requiring improvement 
of the land by bringing enoltgh water to make occupation possible. The 
settlers were also required to pay $ 1 . 25 per acre o 
The act was amended in ·1 89 1 ,  reducing the s ize of tra�ts granted 
under the act to 320 acres and increasing the pric e to a minimum of 
$J. OO per acre. Sinc e the original act had not required a definite 
amount of water , the amendrnen stipulated that water should be  available 
for the entire acreage of lando It also pennitted association of pers ons 
to establi sh an i rrigation system , provided they all were citizens of 
the State in which the land was situated. 
Administrative Problems of the Act 
In addition to problems regarding technicalities  of the act such 
as the size of the units , amount of water, etc . , there were also some 
disputes as to who should administer the act. Petitions were circulated 
and signed , requesting that the lands and their administration be ·granted 
to the States . Some wanted land to be given to the settlers , and some 
requested their irrigation by the federal government. Finally under the 
Carey Act in 1 89L� , Congress  passed a law giving 1 , 000 ,  000 acres to each 
of c ertain states for the purpose of settlement , irrigation in part , and 
cultivation. "The states were forbidden to lease the lands or dispos e  
o f  them i n  any way whatsoever,  except s o  a s  to s ecure their reclamation ,  
cultivation and settlement , and mi ght not sell over 1 60 acres to any one 
7 1  
person . "44 
Putting the and admini stration into the hands of state governments 
not only did not solve the problem but even slowed down the development 
of i rrigation. Prog ress tuider the act was hampered by the lack of finan­
cial ability of the States t undertake the huge expense of irri gation. 
The sura of money paid by Sou th Da1.cotans , for reclamation purposes amounted 
to  $250 , 286 . 45 
Q. World m I � .l2J2. 
1 .  The Stock Rai sing Hom stead Act of 1 9 1 6 
The amendment of the Homestead Act increasing the size of fann unit 
to 320 acres did not provide sufficient acreage to fit grazing conditions 
of western South Dakota as well as the area west of the 1 00th Meridian. 
Studies showed that in this region at least 640 acres of land were needed 
for a f arnily to support itself' . 
As late as the second decade of 1 900 , the settlers of these regions , 
through their Congressmen , demanded a limit of 640 acres of land per 
homestead be designated as II stock-raising" land. After c onsiderable 
discus sion in the House and Senate , a bill in thi s regard passed and 
bec ame a law on December 29 , 1 9 1 6 . Hibbard has stated the provi sions of 
the law as .follows : 
1 • That 640 acres shall be a maximum homestead. 
44rbid. , see footnote p .  436.  
l�.5J:bid. , p .  453. 
2.  That such lan ., must be  designated by the Secretary of the 
Interior as s· ck ralsing land . 
J. That such land to ue so clas sified must 
a . have a s rfac e St ch that it i s  good only for grazing or 
forage 
b .  contain n )  m_;;;rchantable timber. 
c. have such qual · ty that it takes 640 acres to support a 
family. 
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4.. That certain irnprov- ents rather than a certain amount of cul-
tivation are required on these homesteads. 
5. That no c ommutations be allowed . 
6. That coal and mineral rights be reserved. 
7 . That water holes ( and lands on certain "trials " leading to 
these watering places ) be reserved for public use on these 
homesteads . 46 
Due to the failure of Congress to appropriate funds, this act was 
not put into effect until 1 9 1 8. From December 29, 19 1 6, to June 30, 1 923, 
South Dakota entries amounted to 2 , 061 , 1 64. 17  acres. 47 As earlier dis­
cussions in chapters one and two, on the average size of fann in the 
West River area suggest, in most cases even 640 acres was too small to 
support famil ies in western South Dakota. 
46Ibid. , p. 399 . 
47I' . d  �- , p .  402. 
2 . t'ar.n Credit and Lanr, C v er;:hip 
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Al though federal 'l :.i.! t t policy s ee."Yled consi stal'ltly d edicated to 
family fann ownership , nevff · theles s f am. tenancy inc reased instead of 
di sappearing. To suppler ent the land disposal programs the federal 
government turned to the J.1!'Yrv-J c-;1.on of credit in order to hold 01-mership 
open to tenants . The lli stor,y I f  farm credit provided by Federal and 
State Governments , can be '�•ivlded into three p arts e The first period 
was government land credi ·. l' rom 1 '/37- 1 820 . The second period started in 
1 900 and included the crea'tio ·1 of the Federal Fann Loan system and state 
.fann credit to help f anners settle on recla't1lation projects .  Finally the 
third period started in 1 933. 48 Only the latter two periods are relevant 
here and need discussion. 
Period 1900- 19�2 
a. Federal Program 
T'ne land situation in this period was quite different from that 
of earlier s ettlement. Host of the desirable part of the public domain 
under the various acts--Homestead Act ,  Timber Act , Reclamation Act--had 
already been trans! erred to private ownership. Free lands were gone and 
the land price began its rise. Increas e  in population and such factors 
as commercialization of agriculture and land speculation helped further 
to incre as e  farm prices . As a result , r-rurray stated , 11A f'arm including 
land and buildings worth $2 , 896 in 1 900 had jumped to $5 , 471 by 1 9 1 0 .  
4�·l.illiam G .  Hurray, Ap:ricul tural Financ e ,  Th e  Iowa State College 
Press , 1 947, p.  338 . 
The value of land by its .1. : r se J.n this dec ade .from $ 1 .5 .  57 to t32 . /.4-0 
40 
per ac re. 1 1 ✓ 
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Such an increase la rJrice tended to discourage farm 01-mership and 
encou.ra.ge tenancy. The e ,u• · no accurate figures showing the ratio of 
tenancy to 01merrJhip of tJ:i s (: -:2- a.de in South Dakota. BJ. t the United 
States Census of 4-Gricu1 t.n :'o 1·evec1..ls that , in spite of relative prosperity 
e.xisting in the country j . ; ,., t enancy ratio rose from 35. 3 per cent in 1 900 
C 
to 37. 0 in 1 9 1 0  nation wh e � .) 
The substantlal ne ,c of the tenant for credit and their dissatis­
faction with f ann mortgage crerlj: facilities led Congress  to appoint a 
special Commis sion to stucly the Turopean experience a.11.d development in 
the fann real estate mortgage field. The Commis sion returned and reported 
to Con6res s ,  and a bill based. on these eA-periences passed in 1 9 1 6 .  Tri.i s 
act provided for the establi shment of twelve Federal Land Banks.  The se 
banks,  while under supervision of the Federal Farm Loan Board , planned to 
be gradually transferred and run by local cooperatives '  associations 
( HFLA' s ) .. Fanners interested in borro·wing from these banks had to pur­
chase stock amounting to five percent of their loans , and their local 
association bought an equal amount in the Federal Land Bank. Henc e ,  the 
borrowers indirectly 01-med the Federal Land Bank through their 01-mership 
of associations . Funds for the loans to individual borrowers were 
49Ibid. , p . J41 . 
50united States Dcpart..�ent of Agriculture, Agricultural Research 
Service , "A Statistical Summary of Fann Tenure" , 19.54, Agricultural 
Information Bulletin No. 200 , p .  6 .  
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obtained by pooling the mo_ tgages as s ecurity for Federal Land Bank s ,  
1-ihich were sold i n  the inves , .. ment fund :market to .financial institutions 
and individuals • 
.As l!urray stated, "The first purpose of loans listed in the act 
was for the purchase o.f land� . 1 1 Congres s  was hoping that this act would 
d·ecrease tenancy and provide ..1. amily fanns free .from exploitat:ton of the 
creditor. In pra.ctice the act fell somewhat short of achieving its main 
pu!l)ose. 51 
According to the annual reports of the Federal Farm Loan Board 
and the Fann Credit Admini stration during 1 9 1 7 through 1 921 . as few as 
1 8  percent of the loa.ris were made for the purchase of land . In succeed­
ing years until 1 937 ,  the percentage was not more than 8 percent. In 
1 937 , it ro se to 20 percent. l"!ost of these loans were made for re­
£inancing the existing debt s .  
b .  State Programs ( South Dakota Rural Credit ) 
Providing credit for fanuers became such a local and nationwide 
issue that some of the states ' legislatures went into action to provide 
state fanu credit. South Dakota passed a law setting up a rural credit 
syste:n in 1 9 1 7 . In the annual report of South Dakota Rural Credit , the 
i:m.porta."lc e of this system for ·-the state is stated as follows : 
.. . .  In a state so exclusively agricultural as this , what­
ever will foster , encourage ,  develop , and improve f"ann property ,  
will tend also , toward the general good and general welfare of 
the entire people of the state , within city or otherwise.  
51 1 :urray, .2£• ill• , p.  )42. 
Agriculture is  the mai� industry of South Dakota and l:U: e 
ever-J other new stat e , it has been hindered greatly in its devel­
opment by lack of su:r.'fic ·  ent capital . • •  
The po ssibiliti As of the rural c redit syste"!l of the State 
of South Dakota arc so creat that if taken up by some other stat e  
of the union it would soon become a system which would exc eed in 
its usefulness any of the much lauded coop erative systems of 
Europe and even our oi:m Federal Fann Loan System • .52 
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Thi s syst em was o ganized for the purpose of providing fanners 
cheap money on long term loans mainly to help fanners achieve m ... "!lership 
and to improve living co di tions of fa.nu residents.  
PJnong conditions listed for borrowing money was the following : no 
one fa.mer can borrow more than ten thousand dollars or less than five 
hundred dollars. 
The money was borrowed at low interest without having to pay 
commissi ons or to mak e frequent renewals of the loan. 
The money borrowed had to be applied to certain definite uses as 
follows : 
a .  to provide for the purchase of fann lands .  
b .  to provide for th e  purchas e of fa.rra equipment . 
c .  to provide for buildings and other improvements on fann land. 
d. to liquidate the indebtednes s of the m-nier of the land mort­
gage , provided that it existed at the time that the state 
rural credit was establi shed or incurred for a purpose men­
tioned above. 53 
52Annual Renort of the Rural Credit Board for the State of South 
Dakota, fiscal ye:X ending June 1922 . 
5.3south Dakota System of Rural Credit ,  fil?1! � Secure � � � 
� Rural Credit Board, p. 3.  
The South Dakota Rural Credit Department made over 1 2 , 000 loans 
totaling $47 million during the years 1 9 1 7- 1 925. 54 Over 55 percent of 
thi s amount ( $26 million )  was loaned during the first three years of 
operation. The departme t was poo rly staffed and o rganized. In 1 924 
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only three field men were employed to service the s e  loans . Administrative 
expenses for making 1 2 , 000 loans over 8 years amounted to only $72 , 00 0 ,  
o r  as low as $ 6  per loan . 
Since two of the four board members were bankers and a third held 
banking interests ,  it seems quite likely that the department ' s  lending 
practices  were similar to those of many banks at that time . The board was 
of the opinion that all loans secured by land were safe investments be­
c ause land value would continue to increase.  This opinion, supported. 
by the t rend in land values was shared by many people and resulted in a 
speculative boom , which , no doubt , made its contribution to the high 
rate of distress and mortgage foreclosure during the 1 920 ' s . 
Most of the loans provided by the Rural Credit Department were 
used not to purchase fanns ,  but to liquidate the indebtedness of the 
owners of the land mortgages . Only 1 9 p ercent of the loans made by the 
department were used to purchase land. 
In 1 924 the total loans amounted to 20 million dollars . The pay-
·-
ments back to the state were not regular , and trouble soon beset the Rural 
Credit Board. The state legi slature of 1 925 pas s ed  a law to stop the 
54The following di scu ssion of South Dakota Rural Credit system is 
based upon the Doctoral Di ss ertation of Raymond J. Penn, "South Dakota 
Rural Credit Department , 11 University of Wisconsin, 1 941 .  
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lending activiti es and pi lded :for liquidation of the system. It resulted 
in a deficit and a sub tan b  .. - · number of foreclosures . The deficit of 
the Rural Credit Board fro 1 9 1 7  through 1 946 , amounted to $24 , 438 ,000 . 
The Board real estate h . di ng amounted to 27 million dollars . It was 
held to be liquidated and to f" nish up the affairs of the South Dakota 
Credit Board. 55 
_Period fil2 12_ 12§1 
Experience bad show that the indi viduaJ. loans were not the sole 
answer to the problem. The :Emergency Fann }1ortgage Act of 1 933 was 
passed providing .funds for the Land Bank Commi ssion Loans , and was fol­
lowed by an amendment in 1 945 which increased the maximum fann loan to 
6 5 percent of the nonnal agricultural value of a .fann. 
In 1 9 36  Congress passed the Bankhead- Jones Fann Tenant Act and 
established an additional program of loans for tenants to buy fanns .  This 
act was more helpful and relatively better than the previous acts , in 
tenns of the amount which could be loaned on an individual farm. How­
ever,  red tape and other admini strative difficultie s  such as delay,  
rigid ity,  and impersonality caused many fanners to continue to use pri­
vate loan institutions , such as insuranc e companies , for their real estate 
credit . 
It is  difficult to measure the effectivenes s  of this act because 
of two things : ( 1 ) The depression of the 1 930 ' s was so severe that any 
55Annual Rep0rt Q!. .� Rural Credit Board for the state of South 
Dakota ; Fiscal Year ending June JOth , 1 946. 
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instit utional action to alleviate fann distress c ompletely would have 
taken years.  ( 2 )  The outbreak of World War II within a few years after 
passage of the act clouded any long run effectiveness it may have had 
by sharply increased demand and higher prices for fann commodities . 
J. THE RESETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION 
By 1 930 not only had mo st of the public lands al. ready been  dis­
posed of but also agriculture had entered into a different ph,ase. 
Increased commercialization i n  agriculture resulted in les s  diver­
sified and self-sufficient farming. Economic forces have caused the 
family fann to go throug h a test o:f adaptibili ty to modern technology 
and connnercialization. This new phase of fanni ng led to c ompetition 
and specialization in producti o n  and market orientation. 
Competition and commercializatio n  in agriculture furt her raised 
the price of land , making acqui sition of land difficult. As a result, 
the less  ef'ficient farmers tended to get pushed to the less productive 
lands. Large areas , which were unsuitable for crop farming had never­
theless been homesteaded and growing of crops had been attempted. such 
1ands obviously yielded only substandard livings to the farm families o n  
them. 
The drought and depress i_on of the 1 930 ' s chang ed the prosperity 
of t he commercialized farmers and brought with it failure and disappoint­
ment. As a result thousands of families, especi ally i n  the poo rer farming 
areas of the Midwest and the Great Plains, had to abando n their farms. 
Mortgage foreclosures , debts , shortage of rain, low yield, and 
low prices resulted i n  increased land ownership by insuranc e  companies, 
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c ommercial banks and ol-h � .e credit institutions . Federal and state 
agencies  al so found the:11 · ve. with millions of acres of land resulting 
m ainly from tax foreclo s  res 
.Among various rdcr > issued by the President in the 1 930 1 s to 
c ope with problems of 1 ov-erty-stricken families liVing on fanns ,  was one 
to establish the Reset tlement Admini stration. It was an ord+-;r ( No . 7027, 
May, 1 935 ) to the Department f Interior to help homeless fann families 
and to carry out certain 1 onservation projects by purchasing of 
submarginal lands. As stated by Murray R. Benedic t ,  " The Executive Order 
specified for the new agency three principal functions . ( 1 ) to aid the 
resettlement and housing of des ti tu te or low-income families ,  both rural 
and urb an ;  (2 ) to carry out certain land c onservation projects , and ( 3 ) 
to help fann .families on relief to become independent by providing finan­
cial and technical assistanc e. Other functions were later transferred 
to it or developed by it. n.56 The purpose of this agency reflects a 
pronounc ed. change in the United States land policy. Instead of striving 
for s ettlement of western lands of any kind , the government became con� 
cerned with settling only those land s suitable to agriculture. Revisions 
were made in land policy to accomodate repossession of lands and combin­
ing of small uni ts into economic uni t s  under government control. 
- Implementation of this program met two majo r  obstacles .  ( 1 )  Move­
ment 0£ the people from one area to another was not an easy task. Com­
munity ties , likes and dislikes of area and neighborhood ,  and other 
�urray R. Benedict ,  � Policies  !2!. � United States _1 790- 1950 , 
The Twentieth Century Fund , New York , 1 953 ,  p . 325_. 
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sociologic al factors were working against it . These problems might have 
been ag gravated by the probability that most of' the families li vin.a- in 0 
the problem areas were ess aggressive , less ambitious and of lower 
c apabilities than other fanners. They were reluctant to resettle and 
work hard. ( 2 )  I.oca eovernment , having already incurred debts to meet 
its public obligatio , look .forward to an expanding population to pay 
these debts . The extensification program of the federal gov-ermnent 
worked against the goal of the local government and this led to resent­
ment in Congress.  
Under the rehabilitation program the federal government decided 
to provide loans to aid farmers affected by droughts , .flo ods , and pests 
and to buy feed and seed and other .farm neces sities . This program was 
fi rst started in 1 9 1 8 but was incorporated into the Resettlement Admin­
i stration progra.� with some amendments . It provided that loans would b e  
given to the unfortunate farmers who were willi ng to suani t to govern­
m ent supervision in the use  of the loan. 
The purpose of the Subsistence Eomestead was to build up homes on 
little plots of  land and accommodate destitute fanners who had failed to 
.find a place in the normal competitive economy. Along with this program , 
there were other projects to develop handicraft and provide training to 
enable the unfortunate fanners to earn supplemental income. Encouraging 
.fanning under such c onditions led to mal-allocation of resources and , un­
c onsciously ,  had been oriented against a competitive economy. It did 
not provide a basic solution to the problem. 
As was discussed earlier, loc al  governments and Congress were not 
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pleased with the natu e of the Resettlement programs . Congressional 
oppo sition and c ritici sm  increased as the program unfolded. Congress 
was not in favor ,  primarily because it had not specific ally authorized 
such a set of actions .  However, later on in 1 937 the need for providing 
farm loans and legislations for rehabilitation bec ame so apparent that 
Congress enacted the Bankhe d-Jones Farm Tenancy Act , incorporating in 
it mo st of the actiVities overed by these programs . Thi s  a.ct also 
transferred the duties  and acti vities from the Department of Interior to 
the Department of Agriculture. 
Politic s in Washington and other administrative reasons changed 
the name of this program in 1 937 from the Resettlement Administration 
to the Fann Security Administration , and later it was changed and amended 
again to the Farmers Home Administration in 1 946 .  
4. FEDERAL LAND PURCHASE PROGRAM.57 
Land policy is  concerned not only with improving 1and use by soil 
con servation, settlement , and bringing new areas into cultivation, but 
also  with retiring unsuitable lands from cultivation. 
In the 1 930 1 s it became apparent, due to drought and depression , 
that many f anners were attempting to till land that was unsuitable for 
cropping. These fanners rapidly became destitute and abandoned their 
land to c reditors , or to local governments for taxes. The areas of the 
nation where these conditions prevailed were referred to as submarginal 
57In describing this policy I have depended heavily upon the 
doctoral dissertation of Loyd Glover , �erience with Federal � �­
chase � .! Means 2f � � Ad.justmen7Pamphlet7f<).'" 65, 1955 , Ag. 
Econ. Dept • •  Ag .  Exp. Station , South Dakota State College. 
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lands . Specific ally th·· s te rm applied to regi ons where crop farming had 
been unsucc es sful and whe:r e it appeared that a less intensive use should 
be made of the land. 11.he Gr at Plains had more submarginal land than 
other regions in the United States. 
It was found that in · ensive applic ation of l abor and c apital to 
the sul:marginal lands leads to raal-alloc ation of resources . A better 
allocation of re sources and a h · gher s ocial net product seemed to justi fy 
a federal program of land use adjustment through land acquisition. Such 
a program began in 1 9 33 under the Resettlement Admini stration. 
The federal government was also authori zed to purchase land under 
the National Industrial Recovery Act of' 1 937 and the :Emergency Relief of' 
1 937. These acts were broad and did not spell out the specific goals 
of the land purchase program . Finally title III of the Bankhe ad-Jones 
act of 1 937 specifically stated the purpose of the program in a public 
statute. 58 It stated that the Secretary of Agriculture i s : 
Authorized and directed to develop a program of land 
c onservation and land utilization , including the retirement of 
land s  which are submarginal or not primarily suitable for 
cultivation , in order thereby to c orrect maladju stments in 
land use , and thus as sist in controlling erosion , refore­
station , preserving natural resources , mi ti gating floods , 
preventing impairment of dams and reservoirs , c onserving 
surface and subsurface moi sture , protecting the watersheds 
and navigable streams
,,_ 
and protecting the public lands , health , 
safety, and welfare. 5� 
The Federal government started the land utilization program by 
purchasing the lands to be withdrawn from farming and c onverting them 
58Ibid. , p. 1 .  
59Ibid . , See footnote p .  29 . 
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to better adapted use . l:et -veen 1 9 34 and 1 937 about 9 million acres of 
submarginal lands were urchased by the Federal government for this 
purpos e .  These lands were placed under the Admini stration o f  suitable 
federal agencies such as the Soil Conservation Servic e ,  Forest Servic e ,  
the Wildlife Service , 1 r { thcrs . Mo st of these lands have been put to 
grazing , forest , or recr ,a io use s . 60 
In the thirties , du "':i.ng the depression and drought in the northern 
Great Plains , the land pure se program was welcomed by most of the 
m-mers of such lands ; no one �•ranted the land very badly. Neverthele ss , 
since 1 940 , rains , better prices for farm products and g eneral prosperity 
brought pressures to return these lands to private ownership . Thes e  
pressures were succ essfully resisted when they reached their peak about 
1 9 .55 and it now appears the s e  lands are a pennanent part of the public 
domain. 
During the 19 JO ' s this program prompted the development of some 
loc al projects such as irrigation , soil conservation and recreational 
areas _ bas ed on the purchased land, and thes e  projects provided c on­
siderable local employment for a period of time. This additional employ­
ment from proj ec·t development was one of the main reasons that Congress 
was di spos ed to enact such a program. About eleven million acres of 
submarginal land were purchased by the federal government and about 
6 , 874 , 000 acres were converted into 90 to 100 agricultural conservation 
pro j ects. 
60Rainer Schickele , Agricultural Policy , McGraw Hill :Book Co • •  
Inc . ,  1 9.54 ,  p.  1 28. 
� Utili zation fr )ject� 1u South Dakota 
Land Utilizatio Projects were started in South Dakota in 1 934 
and purchases were carr:· e on until 1 942 . In these projects a total of 
806 , 97 3 acres of land was pu re,. ased in South Dakota. From 1 942 to 1 9.57 
·the United States Depar · n1.c.m t · f Agriculture increased these lands to 
870 , 343 acres through 1:.xch.ang .. and transfers .from other public agencies . 6 1  
�1hese lands are adm ·.ni8 �ereu by the United Stat es Department o.f Agricul­
ture. With the exceptio of a small area in Sully County, all purchases  
took place in the Wes t  River A1"ea. Land utilization purchases in South 
Dakota consisted 0£ fi�e proj e .ts $ These projec ts designated as SD-LU 1 ,  
2 , 4 . 5 ,  and 21  took pl ce in :  ( 1 )  South West ( Pennington , Jackson , 
Custer , and Fall River co ntie3 i with a total o.f .580 , 896 acres being ac­
quired ) ,  ( 2 )  South Central� ( Lyman , Jones , and Stanley counties , 1 1 .5 , 81 9  
acres purchased ) , ( J ) North Central ( Dewey County including only J . 304 
acres ) .  (4 )  Central ( Sully County, including 1 4 , 896 acres ) , and ( .5 )  North 
West ( the Perkins-Corson counties including 1 .55 , 428 acres purchased. �2 
Thes e areas , called "problem areas , " were chosen on the basis of 
their c rucial ne ed for adjustment in land use. Public land acquisation 
was not an end in itself. It was one among several other means of gain­
ing a more ultimate and , more efficient use of land. These areas were 
chosen by a special section within the Resettlement Administration , with 
6 1 10yd Glover, � Future o.f Federal � � Purchase Projects 
in South Dakota, Agricultural Economic s Department , Agricultural Experi­
ment Station , South Dakota State College, Bulletin ·464 , p. 3. 
62Ibid. , p. 5. 
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the cooperation of the land specialists of the State .Agricultural Experi­
ment Station , State Planr ·. ng Board , State Conservation Co!llDlis sioners and 
other agencies concerned wi t'1  the l and. 
Before developm n of a project consideration was given to the 
economic status of the occupants of the land , condition of the soil and 
native vegetation , includ· ng forest resources ,  and the need of the land 
for public purpose.  The area ' relationship to the nearby towns and 
citi es , local public opinion, and the attitude of various state officials 
were explored before final decis " on on the development of proj ects were 
made. Local unemployment and the cost o:f developing the land were also 
taken into c onsideration. Much of the land in the project areas of 
South Dakota at the time of purchase was either owned by the counties 
under tax . deed or was under such serious tax delinquency as to be sub­
jec t  to the tax deed. The situation was described by Glover in this 
way : 
nearly JO percent of the land area was in public O1mer­
ship under federal , state , arid county jurisdictions . Most of 
this land , had reverted from private ownership through tax 
deeds and .foreclosures ( county land ,  and rural c redit lands .) .  
Of the area still in private Ovmership 70 . 8 percent was tax 
delinquent. Thus , there was c onsiderable evidence that 
drastic adjustJnent measures were warranted in these areas . 
It appeared that under· one half of the land 
6 
was in uni ts 
capable of carrying themselves financially. 3 
In the project area, in Per1Ains and Corson Counties , which 
covered 500 , 000 acres ,  more than 22 perc ent of the entire area was in 
crop cultivation. However,  a land use suitability study indicated that a 
63Ibid. , p . 8 . 
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substantial part of the c r·op area should be converted to grazing. This 
area, just like most parts of the Northern Great Plains, had been settled 
and parti ally abandoned se-1/\H' ti..'71es in its brief history. The govern­
ment , in its utilization p jec t tried to stop such vacilating move­
ment in order to bring about a oraerly and pennanent withdrawal of 
settlement. 
In the project ' rea, th ... r ... were 1 21 settled farmstead ers to be 
displaced. These famil es we .-e mostly financially insolvent and happy 
to receive any financial aid to get out of their unfortunate situat ion. 
The government started its purchase by acquiring the poor and small 
fanns in rough areas primarily suited for graz ingo The sale was volun­
tary, and the displaced families were helped to resettle. 
The purchased lands were c onverted into grass and were provided 
'With watering places and fence. They were to be leased for summer graz­
ing to adj acent op erators. Twenty-five percent of the revenue received 
from the grazing fee was allocated to the county for school and road 
purposes. When the purchased lands were leased the tenant was required 
to use them for grazing, and the grazing had to be limited to a specific 
number of animal units for a specific number of summer and fall months. 
Since the sale was voluntary, the tracts which appeared to be satisfactory 
were  generally not purchased. The land acquired consi sted of scattered 
tracts w-lthin a designated project area. The federa1 government in 
establishing a controlled use of these  lands faced an administrat ive 
problem of considerable magnitude in the supervision of these tracts. 
The problem was solved largely by dealing with a group instead of with 
individuals in leas·· ng the land for private use .  According to Glover,  
1 1Cooperati ve grazing : � �- , cl a,1.i.ons or districts , a fonn of group tenure 
for the control of graz ing land , were adopted from the beginning as a 
partner in the adminis trc. ·l- 1.on of the LU lands . n64 Most of the govern­
ment lands were leased . . J th� g1 azing district. The latter , in turn, 
granted grazing pennit t :  /: :) its manbers . 
5. THE 'fAYLOR GRAZ l:;G ACT 
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The signific ancl .. of the Taylor Grazing Act to this study is in 
the new direction it gave t national land policy, rather than in its 
application to South Dakotj, , sinc e this  state did not have a large area 
• of public domain to be af.fectcd by the act.  
After passage f the Stock-Raising Act of 1 9 1 6 , there was still 
substantial public domain which was suitable only for grazing and had 
not yet been settled. In the 1 920 ' s it was apparent that these grazing 
lands could not go into private ov--rnership by the methods then available. 
It was realized that preventj_ng thes e  lands from further erosion and 
misuse ,  and protecting their productivity called for s ome fonn o:f manage­
ment and control. Some believed they should be managed and controlled 
by the States ; some though� the Federal government should take care of 
their management. The Department of Agriculture and the Department of 
Interior, both interested in the management of these lands , competed 
against each other and introduced bills and proposals in Congres s  for 
the creation of a grazing district system. Finally the passage o:f the 
64Ibid. , p. 1 5. 
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Taylor Grazing Ac t in 1 9Jl4- settled the issue in favor of the Department 
of Interior. 
The Taylor Grazing A t tras enacted by Congres s to stop over-grazing 
and to help conserve n · :,icn.al resources. In the language of the law, the 
purpo s e  of thi s act was ... t., ate , "to promote the highes t  use of the public 
lands pending its f° nal d.· �;pos -- • u6 5 
The Secretary of Ir•terL r was authorized to establish grazing 
districts of vac ant , un ppr priated , and unres erved lands from any part 
of the public domain of the U,.  The law stipulated that "u.nappro-
priated " meant the land which had not been allocated t o  private individuals 
and was not already admini. stered by a Federal or state agency and was not 
designated as national or state forest or park ,  Indian reservation, etc . 
The public h ad to be notifi ed and a hearing had to be held 90  days before 
establi shment of the district. 
The Secretary of Interior was authorized to fonnulate regulations 
and re strictions required to .fulfill the purpose of the law. The purpo se 
of the law was " • • .  to preserve the land and its resources from distribu­
tion or unnecessary injury, to provide for orderly use , improvements ,  
66 and development of the range. 11 
Grazing permits were to be i s sued to the bona fide settlers , 
residents , and other stock owners provided they met government· regula­
tions and restrictions concerning the number of animals and the number 
65u. s .  Code , 1 958 edition , Title 43 , chapter SA-section 31 5 , 
p . 7 1 87. 
66Toid. , p. 71 88. 
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of months to graz e in  each s eason . These  penni ts were to be offered for 
not more than 1 0  years su.oj  -c t to renewal . The secretary was to charge 
fees for the use of the range , and a fee for range improvement . 
In case  of drought r eme gency or  other undesirable conditions ,  
during the life of the pen11 ·� t , the secretary was authorized to change 
the regulations and restd ctions and reduce ,  remit , refund in ·whole or 
in part , or authori ze postpone::nent of payment of grazing fee as long as 
the emergency existed. 
The pennittees were aJ.lm·:, ,.. to set up fence or make walls , reser­
voirs and other improvements nec essary to proper c are and management. 
However, ma�ing such improvements would not entitle the permittee to the · 
ownership of the land. 
Certain provisions l1ere made authorizing the Secretary of Interior 
to purchase land at current value , to leas e ,  exchange , transfer and 
accept land as a gift or donation. These provisions and others on allo­
cating the money received under the authority of the law, were made to 
stop over grazing , to help conserve national resourc es and to develop 
and improve the Indian Reservation , the public schools a�d public roads 
of the county or  counties in which the grazing land was loc ated. 
6.  County Land Hanagement 
J. Situations 
County land management c ame to the foreground as a problem during 
the 1 9 30 ' s . Most of the counties  in South Dakota have faced some baffling 
problems regarding county land ownership and management. For a number of 
9 1  
years t ax  deli nquency inc rec{,_ ;..d at a rapid rate ,  and a good part or the 
privately owned lands rev:,_ yt ed to public ov--rnership. Drought , depression , 
the system of taxation , a d ra..,tic change in the price s  of agricultural 
conmiodi ties were the facto rr:> esponsible for the trans.fer of land 01-mer­
ship. 
Transfer of the pri �- --1 tA·:!ly 01-med land s  to the public oi-mership 
through tax .foreclosure rr-F-ult ' .  in these problems for counties : ( 1 )  
decreas es in public 1 eve1.- . l �� ( , )  accumulation of public land , and ( 3 )  
development of an unco troJ.J ed 1 -ma'Yl I s  land. 
1 .  Decreases il Public Revenue 
Public revenue from pr'-'Pe.1. y tax decreased drastically and re­
sulted in fi nancial di fflcul ties for many local governments .  
The county goverrnne 1t usually takes title to the land when truces 
become several years delinquent . Theoretically this is done with the 
expectation that the land can be sold and returned to the tax roll and 
to a tax-paying status .  In practice during the 1 930 '  s it was not always 
possible to find a buyer and many tracts soon became tax delinquent 
again after having be en returned to private ot-mers:bip. 
South Dakota law has provided for the payment o.f delinquent taxes 
in installments on the basis of a tax contract--tax plu s  penalties begin­
ning one year after the date of the contract .  The land under contract 
:for the payment of de.ferred truces obviously fails to b e  fully ta."'{ paying. 
Many of the tax contracts became delinquent , in which case the land 
automatic ally as sumed the status it would have had if no tax had been 
issued. A study in Northwestern Sou th Dakota indicat ed th.at almost 
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.5 , 0 0 0 , 000 acres or 31 . 1  percent of the tax contrac ts were delinquent at 
the time of the study. Table 9 below summarizes the tax base situation 
of the eight studied counties . 
Table 9 .  The Tax Easn  of Northwestern South Da1<ota , 1938 
Acres Perc ent --
Total land area , eight counties 1 1  , 651 ,481  1 00 . 0 
Nontaxable Land ,  Federal , State , 
and county 
5 , 045 , 307 43 . 3 
Tax delinquent land subject to 2 , 901 ,478 24. 9 
tax deed 
Land under contract for 902 , 579 7. 7  
payment of delinquent taxes 
Total taxable land ,  truces paid up 2 , 802, 1 1 7  24. 1  
Source :  R.  J .  Penn, and c .. w. Loomer,  County � Management in North­
western South l)a'k:ota , Agricultural Economics Department , 
Agricultural Experiment Station , South Dakota State College,  
3ulletin Ho . 326 , September 19 38 ,  p .  12 . 
2 .  Accumulation of Public Land 
A study of Harding , Perkins , Corson , Butt e ,  Mead , Zieback , Dewey, 
and Armstrong Counties in Northwestern Sou th Dakota shows an extensive 
transfer of land from privat-e to public ownership in the 1 9 30 1 s . Most 
of the public land was owned by c ounty governments , and considerable tax 
delinquency existed on privately owned lands . Forty-three percent of all 
67 the lands in these eight c ounties had b ec ome non-taxable lands. 
67R. J .  Penn and c. w. Loomer, County � Management .!!! North­
western South Da1<ota , Agricultural Economics  Department , Agricultural 
Experiment Station ,  South Dakota State College , Bull . No . 326 , Sept . 
1938 , p. 7. 
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Most of the counties nad trouble with t respas sers on their un­
leased l ands � It was mo �1 y bee use their holdings were so extensive as 
to hinder adequate supervi. ~1 on and they usually did not have the resources 
to deal effectively with s <,h large quantities of land. 
J. Develop.nwJ t �y n Uncontrolled No Man ' s Land 
Several year, ).f .. bl · nquent t axes charged against the land often 
leaves the privat ow er,·; · · th no better alternative but to relinquish 
their claims to .fu ther owne ·ship. On t.l-1e other_ hand , failure of the 
taxing jurisdiction in exe�is:tng its right to take the title to the 
land resulted in devel 1: ent of an unc ontrolled no man ' s  land which was 
often seriously abused an e.A,_ loited68 bec ause of the doubtful state o:f 
the operator ' s rights . 
12· Acguisi tion 
South Dakota law has certain provisions on acquisition of land 
through tax deed proceedings . It stipulates such things as giving notice 
o:f the commenc ement of tax deed proc eedings , notifying the record owner, 
the person in pos session , the person in who se name the property is taxed, 
mortgagees , assignees , holders of special liens and c ertificates , and so 
on. Notic e should be recorded in the official county newspaper. Th e  
final step cannot b e  taken before the elapse o f  60 days after noti:fic a­
tion is completed. 
These and other legal parts of the cumbersome procedure are all 
68Ibid. , p. 1 1 . 
to mak e  sure that notic t, ls gi ven to every person 1rd.th a redemnable 
intere st  in land .  Thi s proc edure plus the difficulties i n  the legal 
proc ess  of acquiring l�ax Li l e  in court , results in an awkward and 
c omplic ated method o J and c .cqt i ition, requiring both time and money. 
Q. Leasing 
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The South Dakot.. let3islative session of 1 935 made several pro­
visions conc erning leM i.Lg county lands . These applied mostly to the 
West Ri. ver counties  anrl equi 't:3d ,.,he board of c ounty commi s sioners to 
m8ke certain regulati.ons "to • . ,.>: serve and protect the existing forage 
resources on such county land :md to restore the maximum c ar�Jing c apa­
city of such land u69 
The picture of p 1blic l and in counties is  not complete without 
mentioning that there were also s everal .federal and state agencies hold­
ing land in these  counties . In the eight counties of northwestern South 
Dakota there were at least three federal agencies : The Forest Service , 
The Indian S ervic e ,  and The Bureau of Land Management--in addition to 
federal purchase proj ects--all offering land for lease.  
Two state agencie s--the Rural Credit and the Department of Schools 
and Public Lands--entered into thi s  competition. All thes e agencies 
" l  f 1 . ?O faced about the same proo ems o easing . 
G9Ibid . , p .  20 . 
?Oibid. , p . J,5. 
> .  
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALJATION AND CONCLUSION 
The physical ,  social and institutional b ackground of South Dakota 
land settlement and se has been presented as a backdrop against which 
to view the land policies that emerged. The l and policies which were 
fonnulated to direct -: nd control land settlement and use were not entirely 
the product of the soc ·.ai , cultural and physical environment of the fron­
tiere I nstead thes e policies grew out of the natio nal goals , and out of 
the accumulated experience of Eastern settlement and development. Evalua­
tion of land policies is a process of testing to see whether these poli­
cies, put into pract· ce , have ac hieved the goals of society. 
Policy which i s  bas ed  on past experience may turn out to be inap­
propriate for new conditions and thu s it may not achieve national goals e 
Evaluation of policy, therefore, requires knowledge : ( 1 )  of society' s 
goals , ( 2 ) of the institutional ,  physical and social framework in which 
these policies operate , and ( 3 ) of the results of actions desig ned to 
carry out policies . 
This chapter consists of a discussion of policy goals , and of the 
results of actions designed to carry out policy. Land policy is a broad 
tenn and any discussion of it vdll b e  more meaningfull if' broken down 
into smaller categories. The discussion in this c hapter will deal with 
three c ategories : 
r .  Pu blic land disposal policy, ( Homestea4 Acts , Preemption. 
Timber Culture Act, Des ert Land Act ) 
II • Federal anct state land c redit policies (South Dakota Rural 
Credi t _  and b �  feaeral farm loan Act of 1 9 1 6 )  
III . Public land m a. 1agement policies ,  ( Taylor Grazing Act Land 
Utilization pu1�hases , and county land management ) ' 
I . I· .1 )l.Lc Land Disposal Policy 
!· Goals Ef Land Pifi�1� ) o  ic  · 
'I'he di spo;sal of  the public domain c ould have come about in many 
ways and there could even ave been a policy to hold public land in 
public 01-mership . But na: ,'lonal goals produced. programs of vigorous land 
di spo sal. and settlement Th�, .n.at 1 e of these goals came out in earlier 
discussions . Tney will onl · be summarized here. 
1 • Economic growth and resource development was one of the strong 
motivations of vigorous land disposal .  The objective was one of adding 
the productivity of :fronti er land to the existi ng national product .  
Sinc e roost of the nation ' s  exports were agricultural products , increased 
agricultural production meant more foreign exchange with which to buy 
manufactured products .  
2 .  Development of a strong and free agrarian society consisting 
of independent owner-operators was an additional national objective. 
Out of such a society it was felt would come al.1 the virtues of rural 
living � strong moral character, industriousnes s , individualism. , and 
hardines s. Thus the philo sophy of Thomas Jefferson c ontinued to have 
a strong influence on land policy for many decades after his active 
period in public . life .  
J .  In the United states tenancy has generally been regarded as 
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an inf'erior form of land tern.ire ; in :fact it has even been c alled a social 
diseas e .  7 1 Thus , owner operatorship as opposed to t enancy has been a 
national obj ective in al formulatio n of rural land policy. 
4. Colonial nd .r .. u ·.a1 experience of the early .Americans had con­
rtnced them that f ..... uda1 · ow. -&oms identified ·with large accumulation of land 
and economic power. Exr,,.,.) :"' ,:..nces had shown that s oci al ,  economic ,  and 
political power now · to la ·ge owners of land and that this power is then 
passed on to their h i r.s .. · hus another major objective of land policy 
.for the frontier was the p e1."t):rrtion of large land holdings which auto­
matically passed to f� n · ly heirs and .mich were operated by laborers , 
slaves or  insecure tenants . Property in land was intended to become a 
possessory right , readily salable , instead of family property rights 
not readily salable. 
B. Chief Results gt_ �  Disposal Programs 
The land disposal progz ams opened the gate to the West and pro­
vided the incentive for very rapid settlement of the vast area from the 
JIJ. ssissippi River to the Rocky Mountains . More than 200 million acres 
were settled by appro:ximately 1 .  5 million :farmers under the Homestead 
Act alone . 72 The following are some of the impo rtant results of the 
public land disposal programs aff'ecting South Dakota. 
71 R. R. Renne, Land Economics , New York , Harper and Bros .  , 1 947 , 
p .  456 . 
72The 1 9 .58 Yearbook of Agriculture, �. The United States ot 
Agriculture , 1 9  .58 , p .  J4. 
1 .  Settlement on Small Scale Uni ts 
One of the ch.tef fca tur s of the public land di sposal programs 
affecting South Dakota was the basic 1 60-acre unit size for fanns. 
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There were later modific a t.\. s i.n size but the s e  were generally too late 
to be effective. The size of faim which could be operated by a family 
without hired help ( t  ere uas ra ely any available on the frontier)  was 
not large. The quarter .. ..  sec tion ·which became more-or-less standard under 
the Preemption and Homeste d Ac ts . was not an unreasonable size for the 
fann power and machinery av · . · ble in the 19th c entury. In the humid 
areas of Iowa and Illinoi , a ::· .. rm family could achieve an acceptable 
standard of living on 1 60 ac .s .. However,  in the Great Plains states 
thes e  three difficulties were en .. ountered: 
( 1 ) Weather variability caused more frequent c rop failures and some­
times was so severe as to force complete abandonment of the farm. 
( 2 )  Farming technology did not yet pennit extensive fanning of large 
holdings.  Thi s has since become the key to  c ropping in the Great Plains. 
( 3 ) A combination of ranching and farming , i:..fnich is now common , was 
not possible under the land dispo sal program and was not understood. A 
person was either a rancher or a fanner ,  but rarely was he both. 
In retrospect we can say that the size 0£ fanns established in 
South Da1<:ota by the land disposal program was t oo small , but at the time 
it was about all that could be ha'Yldled with the fann power and machinery 
available. The basic error was that £arming was attempted in areas where 
crop fanning could not by itself support a fa.nn family consistently. 
Succ essful farming in these areas had to wait on two things :  ( 1 ) improved 
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technology , and (2 ) a largbr · arm unit. 
As a result of set tle..r:1ent pushing beyond the point where a family 
could make an acceptable a 1d consistent living on  1 60 acres of land , a 
difficult adjustment has had t.o be made. These adjustments have taken 
three i"onns : ( 1 ) 1 .  rger far · nits with extensive farming methods , such 
as wheat and sunnner fa luw, (2 ) larger units through the addition of 
grazing land and converting to a livestock operation, ( J) intensified 
operation of the srnal" er · ts through dairying or 1i vestock .feeding. 
The average s·· ze o £ann in South Dako ta in 1 9 1 0 was 335 acres ; 
it inc reased to 464 ac s in ·1 940 , almo st 2. 9 times the size of the 
standard homestead.. In Western South Dakota the average size  of 
ranches during 1 9 1 0  to 1 920 · ncreased from J28 acres to  882 acres , about 
5. 6 times the size of the omestead. 73 
2.  Isolated Residenc e on Farmsteads 
The Homestead. Act required c onstruction of a residence on the 
farm as part of �lie process of 1 1proving up " . This requirement was one 
of the devices designed to prevent speculation. The rectangular survey 
with section-line roads had fairly well established the practice of 
on-farm residency since the very early days of land disposal in the 
United states . Also the i"arge size of the f ann. unit ( compared to 
European standards ) made village s ettlement l argely impractical.  
73united States Census Report as presented in  Russell L.  Berry, 
Strengthening Fanns � Ranches in South Dakota,  D�partment of Economics , 
Agricultural Experiment Station, S outh Dakota State College , Pamphlet 
No . 81 , February 1 5 , 1 957 , p. 1 6 .  
Commuting distance to fa.rm s ite .. would have been too great for the 
transportation modes available during the period of land settlement . 
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Isolated on-farm residenc es were not without their di sadvantages . 
The excessive build.in� and ruai tai:ning of roads , the small schools  and 
churches ,  and the in·fficlent di stribution and marketing system s , typical 
of the frontier , could dll a.rtly be blamed on the isolated , rather than 
group or village settlaut.nt ..  Ilnproved local government and improved 
fire protection could p obably have been expec ted from village settle­
ment also. 
3. Prevalence of Failu e and Land Speculation 
The occuranc e of droughts and flood has been frequent in South 
Dakota. Crop yields of the good years were not always enough to make 
up for drought and other c atastrophies of the bad years . 
Adding to the burden of weather ri sk was the unavailability of 
adequate ,  inexpensive credit. Credit was short even for those who had 
clear title s to their land , and thus almo st completely unavailable to 
the homesteader who had not yet acquired title . As a result , many set­
tlers faced disappointment and di stress in their attempt to make suc­
cessful farms out of wild land and enthusiasm . In other words , during 
his five years required residency,  the homesteader had to make a living 
without outside help and loans . 
The number of farm mortgage foreclosures started in any given 
year i s  a rough indicator of the extent of severe economic di stress 
among farmers . A study done by G .  Lundy and R. L. Berry indicates that 
1 0 1  
fann mortgage foreclosur  in South Dakota reached two major peaks in the 
period 1 92 1 - 1 9 55 .  ?
l
� Tadng; the average farm forecl osure 1 921 - 1 95.5 as the 
base ,  the perc entage of farm foreclosures steadily inc reased from an 
index of 43 in 1 9 1 3 to 21-4-9 j_n 1 924. After declining for a few years it 
rose again to 2.59 in 1 932 . Lat er on government support programs along 
with inc reasing size 0.1. farms helped dec rease  farm mortgage foreclosure. 
The first two dee ; de after 1 900 were unusually favorable for the 
new settlers and their small f&rms . Host public lands loc ated in 
eastern South Dakota were fertile and p roduced high yields without much 
need for irrigation. Settlement on these lands , their develo:µnent and 
the high production of c rops attracted the speculators and improved the 
land market . 
A Report of the Public Lands Commis sion states that , 
Ha..Y1Y instance s have been recorded when a single c rop has 
brought values suffi cient to buy and improve outright the fann 
upon  which the crop 1 as gro1-m • • • These facts not only made the 
actual s ettler more or les s reckless through forcing the develop­
ment of his place , but,  on the other hand , brought large numbers 
who c ame with the di stinctive idea of speculation. Thus a 
veritable multitude of fanners ' sons and daughters , and servant 
girls , as well as ne ' er-do-well , have sought l ands in the 
Dakotas .. 75 
There is  no accurate record of commuted. acres in South Dakota,  but 
in North Dakota during 1 900· to 1 9 1 0  more than 5 , 781 , 000 acres were c om­
muted against 5 , 6 1 4 , 000 acres on which final proof was made . 76 Commutation 
74The Economic Strength !2f. South Dakota ,  Economic s Department , 
AgricuJ.tural Experiment Station , South Dakota State College , Circular 
1 32 , Jan. 1 9  57 , p. 6. 
75Benj a"Tlin H. Hibbard , P::. Pj_ story .2f � Publi c  � Policies , The 
MacMillian Company, 1 924 ,  see footnote , p. .387. 
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usually meant the o rigi nal settler was leaving the homestead , but did 
not necessarily imply ei ther i'ai.· ure or speculation. 
There were , of cours e \)  many unrecorded failures by s ettlers in 
South Dakota. The confuse land titles discovered for many abandoned 
homesteads during the Ad ert;J - and purchases in the 1 930 '  s was some 
evidence of the numb .,_, o r  C ailu.res . 
4. Nisus e  of tho Lc=md 
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T'.ne settlers ' hu1 ge for . . d ,  their lack of experience and the 
relatively high precipitation of the first few years of s ettlement led 
to r.rl. suse of land. 1 1People rom all walks of lile ,  school teachers .  
barbers , waiters , clerks , laborers , and the like , many of them from 
urban centers and withou t fann experienc e  flocked in by the hundreds 
until almost every quarter section of land was occupied. 11 77 Obviously 
most o:f these settler .. knew little about soil management in arid areas , 
nor techniques for moi s ·1.u e onservation. 
In many cases hilly grasslands were converted to grain , resulting 
in erosion and eventual tax foreclosure. Millions of acres  too poor 
or too steep :for arable use were plowed up for fanning bec ause settlers 
were not aware of the long-r.ange implic ations 0£ this , or they were 
interested only in the short-run gain. Dust stonns of the 1 930 ' s ,  
depletion of the soil , and poverty o:f the fanners in western South 
Dakota were a direct result o:f misusing land. In this conservation 
77ru_1ey Kumlein, and Tucker , jQ Years Experience £!! � Belle 
Fourche Irrigati,Q,n Project , Agriculture Experiment Station ,  South Dakota 
State College , Bul . 450 , 1 955 , P• 57. 
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vacuum it was realized by · he middle 1930 1 s that land resources  had been 
e.xploi ted to an extent · .ha threatened permanent and i rreparable damage 
to their producti v:i .. ty. It was because of such misuse of la.'1d , a federal 
program of land purchat;t-� and 1 nd u se adjustment ·was required in the 
1930 ' s .  
5. Inappropriate f:r:i , Ju. �  .. .1.rie,:1 for Western Ranche s  
All land plac e ·' in private ownership i n  South Dakota was first 
surveyed and bounda_:•h..!s o. f! h tract coincided with the rectangular 
survey. The Ordinance or ·1 7E:Yt· and 1 785 established that the public 
domain should be survey l a 1d d · vided into townships of six square mile s  
before di sposal or  s ale of: the land. This system of surveying proved 
to be desirable in locatlllg a lot , mapping , a.l'ld registering the title.  
It , however,  was not appropriate to  the climate and topography west of 
the 1 00th meridian. Thi s system of surveying did not take into consid­
eration the criti c al  nee for acces sibility to water i n  live stock farms 
and ranches . Had it been possible to draw ranch boundaries with consid­
eration of sources of water ,  better ranch units would have resulted , as 
well as better use of the land. 
II . Fann- Credit Laws--Federal and State 
A· :1.11e Goals 2f. m Credit Programs 
Fann credit laws were provided to meet the farmers I needs. Pri­
vate lending agencies in general had not met the credit needs of agricul­
ture. The greatest emphasis has been for credit that would enable the 
.fanner to own the land he operated. In addition to decreasing tenancy., 
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there was need for 1nc reac-ing the c apital in agriculture and improving 
fann income. These �re :-; r.. e c iief goals of federal and state fann c redit 
programs • Some c redi � pro gr ms were also designed to me et emergencies in 
agriculture , and prov ,n tr· des read farm foreclosures . 
B. Chi ef Results of the 1 grams 
---- .,_,..,..,... ___ ..,. �  .... .:;a;_ .. ..  :aewa 
1 ..  South Dakoi.,c, ;· i.rcu. C i•edit 
The South Da ·o t,a ura,1 Credit system proved to be more successful 
in granting loans than in colle t · ng debts .  Many of the sm all  non­
economic tracts on wh'i ch loans &mre made were soon in .financial diffi­
culty, and numerous forec o sure by the state were inevitable. As a 
result much privately owned _ !). d passed into state ovmership. By 1 938 
the Rural Credit Department held deeds to 6 , 677 tracts totaling 1 .  7 
.. ll . 
78 
nu. ion acres . 
To what extent the rural credit program increased foreclosures in 
South Dakota cannot be definitely determined • .Apparently the state took 
over many loans which would have had to be foreclosed by local banks.  
However ,  the South Dakota Rural Credit Department had a policy of keep­
ing its funds in the local banks. This policy s eems to have been helpful 
in preventing many local banks from failing. Had the banks .fail ed ,  the 
loss 0£ farmers ' savings would have aggravated the foreclosure situation. 
As far as farm ownership is concerned , the chief result of the Rural 
78G. Lundy and R. L. Berry, � Economic Strength of South 
Dakota I s Mricul ture , Economic s Department, Agricultural Experiment Sta­
tion , South Dakota State College , Circular 1 32 ,  Jan. 1 957 , p . 25. 
Credit prog ram was to tran fer large areas to state ownership through 
the foreclo sure proc edure. Probably federal and other state c redit 
programs have profited from the mi stakes made in South Dako ta • 
. 2 �  Federal Credit P .  grams 
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Federal credi t law:- established the National Farm Loan Associa­
tions and other cooper a - hre and public l ending agencies serving fanners . 
'While local credit cooperatives still have their own administrative and 
efficiency problems , they p o ved. , in many c ase s , to meet individual needs 
.for fann c red.i t. They brought a desirable c ompetition among various 
financial sources and prov· ded credit in agriculture with a relatively 
low rate of interest. But in general these institutions have followed 
much the same :rules and policy followed by p rivate banks and other 
financi al  institutions . Credit for farm adjustment , aJ1d for purchase 
of farms by tenants has never really been available in quantities and on 
terms to meet the total need , even from federally established credit 
programs . 
III . Land Hanagement Policy 
P:• GoaJ.s .Qf � Management Programs 
1 .  Conservation as a Goal 
In earlier land policies , soil conservati on was seldom given any 
consideration. Besides lack of knowledge concerning s oil depletion , 
there were two other important factors underlying failure to practice 
conservation. 
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( 1 )  Influenc e of aval.l uule new land .  Early .farmers lived in the midst 
of land abundance.  It ·� as much easier and more economic al to move onto 
new land rather than to employ soil c onservation practic es.  The larger 
store of fertility · n  vi · e · soil pennitted .farmers to continue exploita­
tive cropping prac t.l(! n '; o r  many years before a substantial decline in 
the yield took plar,_,e,. 
( 2 ) Public ownervhi People using public land are generally less 
concerned about its expl it V on than they were when operating on their 
own lands . Pri vat O't-mership tends to develop the interest of the owner 
in the care and improvement of hi s  property. 
Soil conservation measures include not only prevention of erosion 
through employment of terracing , strip cropping , and planting c rops on 
the c ontour ,  but also use of crop rotation , building up organic matter 
in the soil , and, finally may include changing the u s e  of land from 
cultivation to permanent grass or trees.  Most of these  practices  re­
quire money and know-how. Most fanners are interested in immedi ate prof­
its , and slow to apply soil conservation practices without financial 
assistance.  
2 .  Private Ormership ··Became Less  Important as a Goal 
�J the 1 9.30 ' s it began to be apparent that land disposal policy 
resulted , in many cases , in mi suse of land and cultivation on sub­
marginal lands . Private o-wnership and settlement in some areas of the 
West resulted in wind erosion , over-grazing . and financial distress . 
The dilemma between increasing private  ownership and mi suse of 
land , and public ownership and c ontrolled use was recognized. Gradually 
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national policy shifted i t s  cnphasis from private 01-mership to retire­
ment of submarginal Lu ds , n. 1d t active management of the remaining 
unappropriated and unreserved lands . Although there c ontinues to be  
occasional cri es for pri·.r t ,:: or.- nership , it  is  generally conceded now 
that mo st of the lar d  l.1 pul;J i c  ownership can best be us ed by remaining 
in that status 
12· Chief Results 2f lli_ tl:l!lili�,;!g ent Programs 
1 .  Difficulty of Govern111e1 t Supervision 
One of the chie.f prob.l ,et1 has been the dif'ficulty of supervision 
and management of public lands , particularly the isolated tracts . Vested 
interests in private use of public land soon become established and are 
difficult to cut off or rest rict. It has been found also that " the task 
of reshuffling human beings is by no means an easy one , even though the 
logic of the situation may clearly indicate the need for such action. "  79 
Out of thi s difficulty of government supervision grew a form of 
group t enure whereby private ranchers formed grazing associations for 
the purpose of leasing public land. The government , by leasing large 
blocks of land to the grazing association , c ould replace numerous lease 
contracts  with individual ·ranchers ·with one con tract with the as socia­
tion.. In addition most of' the adrninistrati ve and superviso ry details 
could be pass ed on by the government to the association. Through this 
devic e the government also could gain a measure of c ontrol over the use 
79Murray R. Benedict ,  � Policies .2f. � United States ,  179 0-
fil.Q , New York , The Twentieth Century Fund , 1 9 .53 , p. 326.  
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of private land inte s e s .� with the public land and ormed or leased by 
the members of the asb ·)c.i. ation. 
2 .  Better Use of I ·  .nd 
The land purcl ase I� roa-ram succeeded in areas where it was employed 
j_n adjusting the u e of lal  d and restoring land to its maximum productivity,, 
These results were acrl eved 1;� • le the effects of the drought and depression 
were still being expt:ri - n & . ..  ,.d" 
Manage.-rnent of all f e era grazing and timber lands :unproved when 
the emphasis was shifted aw f.rom private ownership to enlightened pub­
lic management . Instead of {!oncentrating all effort on getting the land 
into private hands , thought was given to proper land use. It finally was 
realiz ed that for some lands thi s could best be achieved by public owner­
ship and control. 
J.  Public Example for Private Owners 
.Advice on management given by the government • s experts regarding 
such problems as stocking rates for summer pasture , length of the sum­
mer grazing season , regrassing , range management and conservation helped 
spread sound management practices  from the public grazing lands to the 
surrounding private lands. 
4. More Economically Efficient Units  
These more recent programs proved to  be useful in incorporating 
both private and public lands into units suitable :for ef:rective manage­
ment. T'ney facilitated the joint use of public and private land and 
helped private operators achieve an economic size unit. Prior to 
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active and enlightene ., mm age:'ilent of the public lands ranchers could not 
gain security of tern e in the use  of thes e lands which were often used 
and abused on a t respass basi • 
5. Conflict · ng Po ... :.e · e :;  of Federal and County Governments 
Drought , poGr 1 .1 ,�na;;, nent , and low pric es  in agriculture resulted 
in increasing tax delirnr ency and the transfer o:f large quantities  of 
privately ovmed land to cou nty mmership . Often the county land was in 
small tracts of 1 60 or 320 c res scattered throughout the federal lands . 
Thes e created pr blems in federal land management and soil conservation. 
The federal concern of proper management of land and prevention of" misuse 
and erosion c azne in to conflict with that of . the countie s  interested in 
sale o.f the land to private 01,mers at the highest possible price .  In 
the Grazing Districts ,  established in cooperation with the Land Purchase 
Program ,  ranchers were concerned that these t rac ts might be purchased by 
someone not interested in cooperatine with the Grazing District . The 
new owners might decide to crop the land ,  or to graze so many head of 
livestock that trespass on the government land would be inevitable .  
In general county officials showed little concern .for �'1lproving land 
use and .fo r  placing the co�ty land in the hands of operators who could 
make the best long run use of the land . 
Conclusions 
In the foregoing presentation of" goals and results of land policy 
many of the conclusions were obvious  and have already been stated .  The 
conclusions  ·will be SlllTunari zed here. I.f the results did not coincide 
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with the goals , the o y conclusion the author has drawn is that the 
programs devi sed to carry out policy were incorrectly designed. There i s  
no attempt to evaluate the goals o r  t o  fix the blame f'or faulty programs . 
The purpose of this study has been to learn lessons which can be applied 
elsewh ere, not to fix the blame for past failures . 
The primary gen r ization which c an  be drawn i s  that while 
.Americ an land policies did achi ve their purpose of s ettling and develop­
ing the rnaj or portion of the public domain , yet they f'ell short in many 
respects of achieving other policy goals. The ideal of complete owner­
operatorship of .American farms , for instance , was never quite achievedo 
A study of South Dakota geography reveals a wide variation in 
the state ' s  climate, topography and soil fertility, and thus some real 
justific ation for the title , "land of infinite variety. " The physical 
characteristics  of the land vary from mountain range to fertile plains.  
Agriculture varies from intensive to extensive farming and ranching . 
Each of the seven economic areas of the state has its own type of 
fanning , ranging from primarily cropping in the East to mainly ranching 
in the West , and a combination of both in the areas in between. 
Variation in the physical characteristic s and types of fanning or 
ranching in the various parts of the state has resulted in considerable 
variation in the size of economic units. As a result , statewide data for 
such things as size  of farm, distribution of land ownership , tenancy and 
crop yields are almost meaningles s .  This �n.de variation in physical 
characteris tics of the state was apparently not understood or appreci ated 
by those who framed the programs for settlement and development of the 
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region. 
Related to thls fail1 r� to understand the geography of the area 
was a f ailure to apprec · ate he possibilities for combined cropping and 
ranching units . F'ailure .f <he laws to provide for this type oi unit was 
reinforced by the antipat, ·1 v o farmers for ranchers and vice versa. Had 
one been able to homf.,s t1::;\.1.i. a qua.rter s ection of crop land and a full 
section of grazing land, Lhe h · C'.'tory of South Dakota agriculture would 
have been vastly changed . 'Th state would not have become so heavily 
populat ed,  agrlcul tural adJ1s :.t�1 ... t would have been les s severe , and fewer 
small towns ·would have spru 1g p only to wither away when population 
declined . 
One of the chief goa s of land dispos al policy was the establish­
ment of 01rmer-operators on the land transferred to private o·wnership for 
fanning or ranching. Since South Dakota was admitted to statehood , the 
proportion of fann operators who were tenants has fluctuated widely and 
at t:bnes reached rather high proportions . According to the United States 
Census of Agricu.l ture full tenancy increased from 22 p ercent in 1 900 to 
53 perc ent of the operators in 1 9l.J-O . Since that time , because of the 
inflationary period of World War II , the Korean Crisi s . favorable weather. 
and high prices , tenancy has decreased to 28 percent of the operators . 
The full owner-operators have steadily decreased from 52 percent in 1 9 1 0  
to .32 p ercent in 1 9.54. The recent significant development has been the 
large increase in part owners . The decrease in full ownership is likely 
largely attributable to owner-operators renting in ·cld.di tional land in 
order to have a more e.fficient unit . This does not appear to be an 
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undesirable situation. 
Al though wis o and u e was not an explicit goal of land policy 
until recent years , one c annot help looking at the effects of the 
disposal programs on sue 1 th · gs as conservation , size of unit , plowing 
of submarginal land , nd o the::.. factors affecting the future use of the 
land and prosperity of tl e region. 
'rhe land disposal programs affecting Sou th Dakota appear to 
have fallen s ort in promoting the general welfare in at least three 
significant respects : ( 1 ) in conserving the s oil and range resourc es 
of the state » ( 2 ) in channe. · ng the land into i ts best use  and into 
economic ally sized units , and ( 3 )  in preserving ownership in the hands 
of those  who till the soil . 
Land credit programs rune primarily as a suppleraent to land di s­
posal programs.  Recognizi1 g that the nation still had not achieved an 
agrarian society of prosperous owner-operators , both the state and 
federal governments stepp d in with credit facilities , partly designed 
to meet rural emergencies and prevent a worsening of the situation .  In 
addition , it was hoped that inexpensive and liberal credit would be the 
key to enabling tenants to become mmers of their land. Again the pro­
grams fell short of achieving society ' s goals . Shortcomings of the 
programs were related to regulations on length of loans ,  conditions of 
repayments and inadequacy in the amount of the individual loans . Many 
of the loans were not large enough to be economically efficient . The 
tenns of the loan contracts were not c onsistent with the agricultural 
needs of the area nor the  fluctuation in family farm inc ome .  
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In many cases  the tenants used their loans for payment of their 
previou s debts to pri rate agencies . But the c entral problem in fann 
c redit was related to fluctuations in land value s and agricultural com­
modity pric es.  Because of these fac tors land cannot generally be pur­
chased without a fairly high down payment. 
In the marginal areas where c onsiderablf� land was never home­
steaded and probably none should have been , the problem of joint use o:f 
public and pr:i vate lands arose. This p roblem was not recognized nor 
tackled unt · it reached considerabl e  proportions. The m easures adopted 
in the drought and depression of the 1 9  30 '  s generally moved in the right 
direction , but would have been inadequate to meet the whole problem had 
not the prosperity of World har II s alvaged the situation. The con­
flicts  which developed between federal and county land rnanage.111ent were 
resolved by the ability of ranchers o r  grazing associations to buy or 
gain c ontrol of c ounty lands during and after the war. 
Experienc e Gained 
A study of the hi stor-.r of land policies in South Dakota , includ­
ing the settlement , development, purchase ,  and resettlement of the land s , 
provide s  valuable lessons . ·- Although l and policy is  no longer the main 
part of agricultural policy of the United Stat e s , nevertheless , land 
policy formulation remains important , particularly as its lessons may 
be applied to problems of underdeveloped countries of the world. Valua­
ble les sons learned from the evaluation of land policy have been grouped 
under ten headings. 
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1 • A land di sposal program devised for a humid area will not 
lik ely be appropria- e for subhumid areas . Land policy based on the 
experiences of one part of the country may not work out in a different 
part of the c ountry 
2.  Land programs should be broad and flexible ,  and yet clear 
enough to p revent fra, d and misuse.  
J. The t sk of reshuffling human beings is by no means an easy 
one , even thou �h the logic of the situation may clearly indicate the 
need fo r such ac tion. It is di fficult to induce  people to move from 
one area to anothe • Community ties and dislike of a new environment 
c an make land se adjustment programs difficult to carry out. 
4.  Private ownership , though desirable for meeting most of the 
social goal s of land policy, may actually work against some of those 
goals in some areas , such as protection of natural resources and achiev­
ing the most economical use . 
5. Poli tic al demagoguery and prejudic e  should be kept out of 
land policy fonnulation. �ere b elief in the ri ghtness  of private proper­
ty or of absolute indi vi.dual freedom i s  not a sufficient cri teri.on for 
evaluation of' policy. The compo site of society' s goals must be con­
sidered and the evaluation based on the failure or success in achieving 
those goals . Objective evaluation requires the individual to i gnore 
his own judgment as to the rightness or wrongness of these goals.  
6. Settlers of the public lands should be educated as to the 
proper management and use  of the land before securing ownership and 
title. 
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7. If loc al  gove rnments , such as counties , acquire titles to 
large quantities 0r lan • attention should be given to the proper 
management of these lands . Consideration of the conservation needs and 
the ability of the lan support its elf in private O1-mership should 
guide officials i.n thei !. anagement and di sposition of the land. 
8. Public · and·; in a county should be  classified and graded ac­
cording to their proper se..  Rental fees should be s et accordingly. The 
rent should be flexible f m year to year according to the range and 
crop c ondition each year. 
9.  Agricultural 1 ans ... hould be made on the basis of farm and 
ranch budgets . Credit shou .d be made available as the fanners need it 
over the period of time requi red to develop and c arry out a specific 
plan . Individual loans should be large enough to be used e.ff ecti vely. 
1 0 . Credit should be granted on the basis of a long tenn econom­
ic analysis and appraisal of the production potential of a region. 
Government aid in establi shing a credit agency should be based on the 
marginal p roductivity of an area--the area with the highest marginal 
value product should receive the highest priority for aid. 
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CH.APTER V 
APPLICATION TO IRAN 
In this final chapter the author has at tempted to determine whether 
there are to be learne .. from t,he South Dakota experience any lessons which 
can be applied to Iran .  South Dakota i s  a very young state and Iran is 
very old ; but the re are » eve1 so , some signific ant similarities between 
the two countries.. Space will not penni t an adequate geographical des­
cription of Iran and its pe ple ,  but it has possibly an even wider variety 
of climates and agric ulture than South Dakota . 
Iran has an area of 628 , 000 square miles , and is  thus approximately 
one-fifth the size of the United States--or a combined territory compara­
ble to that o:f Texas , New �exico ,  Arizona , and California. The north 
and south boundaries of Iran compare in latitude with Philadelphia and 
the Florida K eys . 
Predominant Tenure System of Iran 
The roots of the existing land tenure arrangements in Iran extend 
far back into history. Prior to the c reation of any centralized ruling 
power, it is presumed that- control of the land was vested in tribal or 
kinship groups , many of them migratory. The feudal system was installed 
under the Achaemenid dynasty ( .5.59-330 B. C .  ) • As in all feudalistic 
soci eties , in that early period the local chiefs dominated the land and 
the vassals who worked it. 
Wave after wave of invaders left other customs which bec ame a part 
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of the l and tenure sys tem . The Macedonians , the Parthiatis , the Romans , 
the Hongols ,  and the Arabs introduc ed such concepts as those of state 
domain , taxation , and i nheritanc e . Today certain characteri stics of 
all these culture s may be  f·ound in different parts or the country. There­
fore , it is  diff:icult to generalize regarding the complexities of tenure 
to be found in Iran. 
There are four broad categories of ownership in Iran . The Crown 
lands which are owned personally by the Shah , the public domain, the 
. Wagf and Shrine lands , and private landholding s .  Of the 51 , 300 village s  
enumerated in the 1 9.56 c ensus , the C rown lands account for about 4 per­
c ent , the public domain for bout 1 0  percent , the Shrine and Wagf lands 
for about 1 0  percent , and the private holdings for the remaining 76 
80 percent. 
The  quality of the se  lands varies markedly. The Crown lands for 
example ,  are largely concentrated i n  the rich Caspian area , and probably 
have a productive value that is much higher than their proportionate area 
would suggest. 
The Shrine lands are the lands donated by previous kings and 
various individuals mostly for financial support of the shrines and city 
mo sques .  Thes e lands are . administered by an office under the authority 
of the Shah. 
The Wagf . lands are the lands donated by various individuals mostly 
for financial support of religious schools , mosques , and other religious 
80Joe E. Motheral , "Land Refonn in Iran , Problems and Possible 
Solutions , "  an unclassifi ed report prepared i n  July 1 9  57 for the United 
States Operation Mission in Iran. 
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function. • According to the la, , the /e.gt lands are managed under the · 
direction of the nister of Eduoation. Adm1n1strat1on and operation or 
these lands are more or less like those of the public domain. 
Land records are fragmentary • and an accurate compilation or 
acres in the various categories of ownership and use has never been 
made.  It i s  estimated that about 1 0  percent ot the total area of the 
country, or  about 41 million acres . i s  now considered arable ;  and seldom 
i s  more than 3 percent under cultivation in any one y•ear. It is also 
estimated that 82 million a.ores of wasteland are potentially tillable. 
In broad terms the t nure arrang . ents on all or these lands do 
not differ greaUy from those on large prt vate holdings. The share or 
the landlord 1s ei t.her collected directly h agents or through inter­
mediate renters who sublet to the peasant cultivators. 
The rental share depends on the orop grown t on Who supplies the 
oxen, the seed and extra hired labor, on the tert1.llty of la.� , availa­
bility or water and a number 0£ local customs •  Th e  landlord I s share 
ranges from e,xtremes of 20 peroen.t to · 88 perc ent of the product. 
ept in a r areas in tfhieh ef.teot1v.e eredit cooperatives are 
tunction1n • eo11ootion of excessive interest is practiced almost un.1 .. 
versal.ly. The religious prohibition a a1nst the charging or interest 
often sul ts in th use or artifices to aoeomp11sh the same purpos • 
Prebuying of rain ., for example , i - dely practiced. typical cases 
the buyer. ho may or may not be the landlord .  ill buy the t nant ' s 
share of th heat crop 2 or 3 months before harvest , paying about 1 / 4 
o r  1 / 5 0£ the probable market prl.ee at the usual seasonal decline t 
harvest time.  In about six months , therefore , the l ender may receive 
the intere st equivalent f 800 percent on an annual basis . 
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The above example is not exceptional ; mos t  of the p easants are 
illiterate and have little understanding of the complexities of credit _ 
transactions . Moreover the income of many of them i s  so clo se to the 
subsistence margin that they have no al temati ve but to pay any intere st 
rate charged. 
The economic implic ations of the tenure system in Iran can be 
briefly stat d as follows : 
( 1 ) .An extremely high percentage of tenancy p revails in Iran ,  a 
condition that i s  never conducive to high leve l  agricultural produc tion 
and to a high per capita income . Such a system can hardly c ontribute to 
the growth of self reliance among the people or to the building of 
citizenship responsibility. 
(2 ) The tenure system contributes materially to a mal-d.istribution 
of income and prevents establishment of a middle class income group . 
Lack of a middle clas restric ts markets and discourages manufacturers 
and other produc ers f om expanding their output and benefiting by the 
cost saving features of mass production. 
( 3 )  Rents are gen�rally high ,  and the t ake of intermediaries and 
money lenders i s  out of all proportion to their contribution to produc­
tion. 
Tenure Related Factors 
Educ ational programs in agriculture , the p·roperty tax structure , 
and methods of surveying , identifying , and r�gistering land titles are 
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all closely related to the general subjec t of land tenure and economic 
development. 
The system of taxation in Iran is markedly unreasonable. Though 
estimates indic ate that at least 50 percent of the national income of 
Iran i s  derived from c ultivated land , yet those lands contribute only 
2 to 4 perc ent of the budget revenue of the nation. 
Property taxes in an agricultural c ountry have the following 
signific anc e :  
( 1 ) The absence o r  near absence o f  a tax burden on the land,  in 
effect adds an inc ome source that becomes capitalized into land values , 
and increases the land value proportionally. Thus the chance of land 
o-wnership moving into the hands of peasants by purchase , expropriation , 
or  any other means is accordingly reduced. 
( 2 ) Under this condition , the land.lordship is more lucrative 
than it would otherwise be , and this di.'lli.nishes the relative attractive­
ness of nonf' ann alternatives . Low taxes on agriculture hinder industrial 
development as well as institutional adjustment within agriculture. 
( 3) High income becomes as sociated generally with agricultural 
land in large ownership blocks ,  and land becomes ass ociated with social 
status . Such a distorted socio-economic structure i s  conducive neither 
to political stability nor to creation of a well balanced economy. 
( 4 )  1£>w property tax results in a higher tax on industries which , 
in return , di scourages industrial development. It also fails to provide 
adequate financial help for government s ervices in rural areas . 
In regard to agricultural education , an Extension Servic e ,  patterned 
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after United States Extension Servic e ,  has been recently established in 
Iran. Such service has proven valuable but is in ne ed of improvement. 
For further discussion on Iran ' s Extension Service refer to the author ' s 
M S th . 81 • • esis . 
Another fact r related to land tenure is land title registration. 
Land registration in Iran is quite involved and c ostly. The responsible 
agency is ar be ind in its registration work. 
From the time that the landowner receives a declaration fonn until 
the final o um nt i s  filed, assuming there i s  a protest , more than 70 
separate steps are required.. Boundary determination is generally crude ; 
boundaries are identified by so-called metes and bounds , such as the t op 
of a mountain , the bank of a stream or even some non-pennanent landmark 
such as a tree. Because of this system nearly 2 million out of J million 
parcels of land are of unknown ownership. Thousands of them are under­
going the slow process of registration. 
Importance of Agrlcul ture in the Economic Development of Iran 
Iran economic ally is one of the underdeveloped countries of the 
world. Land tenure and land use syste.ins need drastic changes and 
improvements . 
An increase in the productivity of agriculture , is a part of the 
economic development of a country. The economic history and the 
81 No sratollah Khatibi , Agricultural Develonn
.
ent .!.u � ™ 
Soecial Ref"erence E. !!! Agricultural Extension Service. , Agricultural 
Economics Department , The University of Wi sconsin, 1 9 57. 
"'· 
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background of l.Oday' w highly developed countries provide ample evidence 
to show that it was the improvement and development of the agricultural 
resources and tho increasing productivity of natural resources which 
prepared the way for the industrial revolution and improved the economic 
wel.i'are of the people of the West. Not more than two centuries ago the 
political a d ... ocial conditions in Western Continental Eu.rope were far 
worse than those of many of today •  s undeveloped countries. Buchanan 
and Ellis in their book Approaches 12, .!d!.!! Economic Development say,  "to 
a remarka 1.e egree eighteenth century agriculture in England and 
Western Europe displayed many of the bad features of present day agri­
culture in undeveloped areas ; traditionalized methods of production, 
fragmented holdings ,  and systems of land use which checked production 
and inhibited. its improvement. Yet when thes e  obstacles were overcome 
productivity rose , total output increased. 11 82 They also point out the 
subst antial contribution of agricultural development to the progress of 
a country and raise the question , "was it broadly speaking the improve­
went in agricultural productivity that drove people off the land and so 
nade possible the development of manu.£acturing , or did manufacturing 
pull people out of agriculture? "  They thems elves say , "Perhaps the 
more logical view is that improvement in agriculture came first. 1183 
Not only in agrarian societies but even in industrial countries 
agriculture constitutes one of the most, if not the most , important 
82Bu.chanan and Elli s ,  Aporoaches  � � Economic Development , The 
Twenthieth Century Fund , New York , 1 955,  P •  1 33. 
83Ibid. , p. 1 49 .  
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segment underlying the economy of the countrf. Even in countries like 
the United States and Canada , and most of the other developed c ountries 
where industry , in terms of c apital and labor ,  i s  the main part of the 
economy , agriculture plays a substantial and vital part. "Agricultural 
fundamentalists " have emphasized the fundamental nature of agriculture 
in the nation' s welfare. No attempt is being made here to follow their 
line of reasoning and to say that nothing but agriculture is the key to 
general economic progress ,  but it see�s reasonable to agree with agricul­
tural ec onomists like Frederick V. Waugh and J .  P .  Cavin who b elieve that 
agricul tu.re can contribute significantly to g eneral economic growth. 
Waugh and Cavin in a paper entitled " Contribution of Agricultural Poli­
cies to General Economic Growth , 1 1  which i s  conc e rned primarily with 
United States Agricultural policy , say "the problem of rural poverty is 
a part of the problem of general poverty; it is  still important . If we 
can reduc e poverty, we will h ave made a real contribution to economic 
84 growth . " 
It should be made clear at this point that the author does not 
i.It.ply that industrialization should be ignored in the underdeveloped 
c ountri e s ; on the contrary, there is every reason to believe in a 
broad as sociation between industrialization and agricultural change. 
The author believes that in a country like  Iran , where its potential 
resource s  in agriculture c ould be developed without undertaking a 
heavy :financial obligation, agricultural improvements comes first. 
84Frederick V. Waugh and Jame s  P.  Cavin, � Journal of Farm 
Economic s , Proc eeding Number Vol. XXXVII , Decemb er 1 95.5 , No .5,�829 . 
Providing people with enough food and energy is es sential to having 
efficient labor in an industry. 
Signific ance of Land Refonn in Improvement of Agriculture in Iran 
With Special Reference to United States Experience in 
Land Tenure and South Dakota Land Policies 
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Realizing the backwardness of agriculture in Iran and the signi­
ficance of agricultural improvement in economic development of the 
country11 the question arises , rthow is agricultural improvement brought 
about7 11 
Improvement of Iranian agriculture will require many steps , in­
cluding drastic changes in land tenure ,  the system of property taxation , 
land registration , and agricultural education. Each o:f these steps could 
be discussed and plans recommended for their :improvement . Such discus­
sion , however ,  would take us beyond the scop e  of thi s study. The dis­
cussion here will be confined to land refonn , the main requirement in 
the improvement of agriculture in Iran. In this discus sion attempts are 
made to relate the experience of the United States to the Iranian prob­
lem. It will be followed by some di scus sion of the technical problems 
and draw on specific examples from the e'.A-perience of Sou th Dakota. 
1 .. SocioloITT:cal !!l£ F,conomic Factors 
Land reform programs which redistribute lands to cultivators on 
an extensive scale are sorely needed in a country like Iran, where there 
are 'Wide inequalities of wealth and income . Such inequalities threaten 
the political stability of the country. The incentives of the cultiva­
tors in a country like Iran are smothered by th� lack of reward for their 
I• 
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efforts . 
There are two leading schools with contrasting ideology concern­
ing land reform ·  the Marxist or Communist , and the non-communist. 
The Har-.. .<:ist-Communist view is  one of repudation of' the basic 
importance of individual man as well as of the productivity of freedom. 
In thi s  view, also . the ovmers of property in land, including owner­
cultivators and small proprietors , are considered enemies of the State. 
Collec tive farms are the basis for production in agriculture. Intere st­
ingly enough , the Marxist theory regarding ownership of land did not 
work out well in practice .  It has been evident that some modification 
in the ideology have to be made before it can become practical .  Rus sia 
had to permit some degree of ovmership .  Yugoslavia also  realized its 
impracticality , and is  c oming back to the traditional type of peasant 
family. Red China faced the grave difficulties with state o.-med fanns , 
and apparently has already started modifying its cummunal fanning. 
The non-communi st states  have a very different view. They have 
based their philosophy for land reform on the corne r stone of freedom. 
Referring to historical experienc e s , they point out that free men are 
stronger than slaves ,  and that liberty i s  made secure through the rule 
of law, mostly through some variety of property rights . Their view,  
when properly practiced , is  a big step away from feudalism and exploita­
tion of peasants . To have landles s  or unfairly treated peasants is as 
wrong under capitalism as under Connnunism. 
The inequality of  income and status as  well as  numerous grievances 
found in almost every old agrarian society makes the communist propaganda 
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attractive . The poor peasant, who is full of hatred toward an unscrupu­
lous absentee landlord ,  is apt to respond favorably to the communist cry 
of "land to the tiller" . He is likely to be attracted without realizing 
the danger of lo sing his freedom. 
Land policy in the United States , of course has never reached 
perfection , but it has been continuously developing and improving.  United 
States history is in a large pa.rt, the story of a continuing land refonn 
movement . Over the 1 84 years of the United States ' independence there 
has seldom been a time wh en land distribution,  land use, land conserva­
tion or land retirement has not been a current issue. Economic and 
social improvement of the country has resulted from intelligent resolu­
tion of these land resource issues.  
The primarily agrari an society of the United States of 1 776 and 
the 1 8th century was transfonned in one and a half centuries into an 
industrial and economically developed society , the United States of the 
20th century. Early political philosophies and the framers of the 
Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution laid the 
foundation for economic progress and development. 
Civil rights, originating in the Declaration of Independence and 
supplemented by the first series of a�endments to the constitution , are 
based on the dignity and worth of the individual. It gives to even the 
humblest citizen a sphere of personal liberty which no state authority, 
however organized , can impair. Such emphasis on individual liberty 
and freedom in the United States Constitution stands in contrast to 
the political philosophy of the Connnunist and authoritarian societies in 
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which the individual has neither rights nor destiny differing from that 
of the group of which he i s a memb er.  He mus t  and should c onfonn his 
behavior and his thoughts t o  what his rulers have detennined group 
welfare requires .  
The constitutional system o f  civil rights supports  individual 
liberty and property so that even the majority in control of the govern­
ment c annot encroach them. .Among these inalienable rights are "life , 
liberty and the pursuit of happines s . "  The basic purpose of land policy 
in the United States has been to apply civil rights to land tenure. In 
other words land policy has been o riented and shaped to serve man I s 
enjoyment of nlife , liberty and the pursuit of happiness . "  
One is apt to conclude from this discussion that a desirable land 
reform policy should be based on the owner-operator concept--everybody 
who tills the land owns it. Such a system of land tenure is only an 
ultimate ideal--it does not exist even in the United States . A desirable 
land tenure system does not neces s arily imply owner-operatorship. The 
operator must be assured of obtaining a fair share of the fruits of his 
labor for himself and his family. As Henry George , an American philoso­
pher in the 1 9th century, declared , "What is neces s ary for the use of 
land i s  not its private ownership , but the s ecurity of improvements . 
It i s  not necessary to s ay to a man ' this land is yours '  in order to 
induce him to cultivate or improve it . It i s  only necessary to say to 
him , ' 'What your labor or c apital p roduces on this  land shall be yours . ' 1185 
85complete Works o:f Henry George , Volume I , Progress � Poverty , 
Garden City, New York ,  Doubleday, Page and Co � , 1 9 1 1 ,  p .  396. 
2 .  Les sons ill Irani an � Policy llQ!!! South Dakota Experience 
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Al though the climate , environment , and culture of the people of 
South Dakota are different from those  if I ran , nevertheless ,  certain of 
its experiences gained in land development could be us ed as a guide for 
fonnu.lating land policy in Iran. Those experience s  judged applicable 
to Iran are the foil owing : 
( 1 ) Since climate , topography , fanning conditions , and fertility 
of the soil in Iran is  as variable as in the Unit ed States it would be a 
grave mi stake to make a policy for the whole country on the basis of 
experi ences gained in one particular area . It was proved in the Home­
stead , Desert Land , and Timber Culture Act s  that a law written for a 
huni..id area would fail to meet the exigencies of sub-humid areas . There­
fore, size of units and other factors should be flexible ,  based on the 
prevailing natural features affecting production in each area. 
( 2 )  Land programs should be as clear as possible and administered 
efficiently and impartially. This will h elp prevent land speculators , 
and others not intended by the law,  from taking advantage of the pro­
grams. 
( 3 ) Financial and physical abilities of the beneficiaries of land 
programs should be taken into consideration. Otherwise these programs 
w-:i.11 eventually benefit creditors and people of wealth and power rather 
than those intended to be helped by the law. 
(4 ) Distribution of land in a vast country like Iran should be 
admini stered by two agencies : ( 1 ) a national agency and ( 2 )  a local 
agency. The national agency, because of its financial and technical 
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on applic ation of the lo ans seems imperative for the best use. 
( 8 )  Land di stribution and settlem ent and land utilization p ro­
grams are of hig..11. value , and Sou th Dakota experienc e s  in these fields 
are quite applicable to Iran. Such experience showed that distribution 
of the land on the basis of acreage with no re gard for it s quality fails 
to accompli sh its purpose.  
In di stribution o f the Crovm Lands and Public Domains in Iran ,  
characteri stics of the land such as quality o f  the soil , topography , and 
climate should be matters of profound c onsideration . Land should be 
clas sified in advance and plans should be made for its best use . Pro­
visions should be made to prevent cultivation of sub-marginal l and and 
les s fertile land , overgrazing , and turning g ras s into grain where soil 
and climate are not suitable . 
Attention should be paid to emphasizing the long-run rather than 
short run objective of the policy. It i s  desirable to avoid pro jects 
which require displac ement of ffum.lies and surplus labor. Inefficient 
farmers need to be encouraged to improve their methods , o r  to leave 
farming (if it appears they could make a greater c ontribution out of 
fanning ) rather than to receive government help to  stay on. 
( 9 ) Soil conservation projects are vital to  the agricultural and 
economic development of Iran to protect the natural resources of the 
country. An effective program for soil conservatio n  requires not only 
educating fanners and arousing their c onscience through proper means , 
but also improving related socio-economic factors .• 
C redit arrangements ,  leasing contracts , po ssible elimination of 
the absentee landlords, providing financial facilities, rather than 
living on the farms for the retir ed fanners , all should be taken into 
consideration Soil conservation projects should be carried out on a 
national scale and completed by local government agencies. 
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( 1 0 ) The government of Iran should continue proper management and 
development of the public lands until their settlers are ready to take 
over . It was learned in the Taylor Grazing Act that a better use rather 
than a mere disposal of the land should come first. This pol.icy, never­
theless should not resu.l t in conflict with the long run objectives of 
increasing the number of owner cultivators. More training and encourage­
ment should be directed toward having more farmers with better managerial 
ability. 
Political demagogy and prejudice, such as the belief in the right­
ness of private property and absolute freedom, should be separated in 
an objective evaluation of a land policy. 
Parcels of the land, if they are not to be distributed, should be 
kept in compact blocks for more efficient management. 
Efforts should be made to secure small and medium size r anchers 
and prevent monopolizing of summer pasture by substantial landlords. 
( 1 1 ) Land acquired by goverrnnent through tax delinquency and fore­
c losure should not be added to the tax roll unless arrangements are made 
for �ts best economic use. 
Government rental arrangements, as well as private ones, should 
be developed to prevent abuse of the land.  The rent should be flexible 
and variable from year to year according to the range and crop condition 
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in each year. The rental periods should be long enough, and the lessee 's 
inter est should be safely guarded when leases are subject to sale. To 
provide a better economic operation ,  in making the purchase a..�d r ental 
decision , priority should be given to oper ators within whose limits the 
public land is situated. 
( 1 2 )  In distribution of land and r eclamation of new ar able lands, 
the government of Iran should establish some zoning policy. This policy 
should be based on a plan arr anging for the best use of land, health , 
safety and welfar e of the residents, and r evenue of the loc al government. 
People of each area should participate in fonnulating zoning regulations. 
Required regulations and restrictions on the use of land should be made 
and carried out to fulfill their purpose ; nevertheless, each person 
should be given the fullest possible protection of his rights, provided 
that this use of land conforms to the general welfar e.  
( 1 3 ) Rural zoning should be  made in advance in the light of 
future economic and social developments. It should be used as a guide 
for settlement and as a district model for land use. 
Recent Developments 
The pr esent Shah of Iran appears to realize the significance of 
land reform to the economic developnent and political stability of his 
country and has issued an edict distributing all of the Crown lands 
among qualified peasants. This plan started in 1 9  52 and is to be 
accomplished by 1 972. 
The Iranian government, following the lead of H. M. the Shah in 
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distribution of the Crovm lands , recommended to the parliament enact­
ment of legislation authorizing di stribution of the entire public domain 
t o  peasants . r.rhis recomr.iendation was considered and finally enacted by 
the parliament in 1 959. 
The parliament has also passed a law lL�iting the acreage that 
can be held by one owner, and dividing big estates among landless peasants .  
These acts ,  hcwever , have yet t o  be enforced. 
The economic and s ocial effects of land reform in Iran where the 
Crown lands have been distributed have been encouraging. It i s  hoped 
that analytical studies of land policies and land refonns of other 
countries , such as this one of Sou th Dakota, will help build a foundation 
for a more vigorous land reform prosram in Iran. The economic develop­
ment of Iran depends upon it . 
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